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Faculty regrets Curris rejection
by LaToya C. Greene
staff writer

Prince confirms pact

Amidst Board of Trustee
members satisfaction with their

choice, Dr. Constantine W.

Larry Barthelemy/scnior staff photographer

Last Saturday, President Prince congratulated President-elect
Curris on his new job. Curris will assume the reins of Clemson
University later this year.

CurriV for the University's new
president, faculty leaders were
dissatisfied with the idea of him
being Clcmson's president.
Before Curris was named the
University's 13th president, he
was one of two presidential candidates Faculty Senate leaders
rated as "unacceptable."
"Some faculty would have
preferred someone that was a fulltime teacher/ faculty member or
researcher," said Walter H.
Owens Jr., president-of the Faculty Senate. "It is now accepted
that (Curris') work has been in
administration. He is a man that
is well respected by his colleagues."
Owens wants a fresh start and
insists that the negative reaction
to Curris' appointment was actually not a reaction by the Faculty
Senate.
"There has been a storm over
this," Owens said. "We regret the
publicity. We apparently didn't
communicate well enough that
this [the Faculty Senate concerns
and deeming of Curris as "unacceptable"] was not to be taken to
the media... it is something we
regretted."
On behalf of the faculty,
Owens conveyed regret, admiration and support to Curris in a
letter in which he wrote: "It is a
challenge to lead any institute of
higher learning in these difficult
limes. I want you to know the
faculty of CU will welcome you

and that we will fully cooperate
with you as you set out to lead our
institution."
In response to the rating of the
Faculty Senate, Bill Amick, chairman of the Board, hopes that the
CU faculty does not take this as a
misunderstanding or something
done to spile them.
"The Board appreciates very
much our faculty. Part of the input received from the faculty was
favorable for Dr. Curris, [and]
part of it was not. However, Ihe
Board appreciates the role that
the faculty plays."
Although the final decision
was left up to the Board, Amick
sees the whole experience as a
responsibility of the Clemson
family.
"We will never, as an institution, ever be any belter than the
people regardless of where they
are," said Amick. "Working together to do at all times what's
best for CU does not mean that
we will agree absolutely on everything, but working together,
appreciating and trusting each
other to fulfill the role and mission of the institution is what we
are in the business for."
Another Faculty Senate concern that sparked disagreement
was the possibility that input from
the their ideas and needs were
being ignored.
According to Lawrence
Gressette, trustee and chairman
of the selection committee, the
efforts of the faculty and staff
were not ignored.
"Selecting a president is one
of the single most important duties of a Board of Trustees, and
see FACULTY, page 9A

FYI
Towers take students PROBLEMS THAT "FREQUENT
done should be reasonable" in
reference to the amount of towby Terrell Johnson and
ing fees.
John McKenzie, director of
Brian J. Slattery
Public Safety, believes that the
editor-in-chief and
local wrecker serstaff writer
vices do charge reasonable rates.
Even so, he was
Other than notiuncertain
as to the
fying the owner of a
exact
amount
of the
wrecker service
fees.
McKenzie
when his tow truck
stated that the Uniis needed, the University has set no limit
versity has very little
on
what the towing
say over how the
firms
may charge.
companies conduct
On campus, these
their business with
charges range from
the students or em$45 to $75 dependployees.
Licsc Snodc/hcad photographer
ing on the type of car
Ifthe Department
of Public Safety Students should be aware of the new and which towing
were to have a con- towing policy. Now student cars will company is involved.
II a car is towed errotract with just one be towed for three unpaid tickets.
neously,
the owner
lowing company, it
could bettcrdircct the procedures; Carolina printed in 1976, give must pay the fee to the company,
but because none have even re- pages of directives on how the But il the University was at lault,
sponded to the offer, the depart- tow truck should be outfitted but
ment must rotate any local tow- only state that "charges for work
see TOWING, page 9A
ing business that expresses an
i nterest and meets the state's regulations.
These regulations, contained
in the Code of Laws of South
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Impact fees hamper city
by Joe Milam
staff writer
High construction costs and lack of
commercial zoning are hampering economic growth in Clemson. The city doesn't
mind, despite the costs of building inside
the city limits of Clemson being the highest in Pickens County.
The use of impact fees (sewer and
water), varied building cost ($20 to
$5,000), high taxes and unchanged property zoning that dates back to the' 70' s are
causing interested businesses to look elsewhere.
A local realtor said, "The commercial
zones are not up-to-date with today' s 1 arger
business needs, and there is no plan to
rezone." This prejudiced activity stops
larger businesses from moving into Clemson because there is no room for construction, let alone the desire to pay the outrageous fees.
Another set of impact fees will be in
effect for the city as of July 1, 1995. The
fees will pay for better police protection,
recreation, and sanitation.
The city residents banded together, have
to make it clear that Clemson doesn't need
larger businesses. Resident protests continuously tie bigger business contracts in
court for years.
The proposed Bi-Lo, to be built on the

property behind the post office, was killed
in the city courts just recently. A 35-acre
shopping center was taken to court by its
future neighbors and has been "tied up"
for four years.
What the city may not know is that
because of the residents' disapproval of
allowing larger businesses to settle here,
combined with stringent codes and costs
of building, Clemson is loosing an estimated $75 million to surrounding areas,
according to local real estate experts.
Every dollar that is emptied into a town
will normally pass hands three to four
times; an extra $75 million floating around
Clemson would surely touch everyone,
even the ones that protest change.
According to the comprehensive plan
for Clemson's future, the town will remain a simple college town and not become a regional marketplace with the circulation of millions more dollars. That is
fine and dandy if the city residents and
small business owners want to make up
the difference for lost revenue from millions of tax dollars.
It is simple economics: if a town doesn' t
grow with the economy and is not able to
meet the increasing government tax rates,
the town must then continue to raise its
taxes, taking more and more from the
resident and small business owner.
Marshall McCrary, planning director
for the city of Clemson, stated, "The city' s
eye is the quality of new development and

appearance. It be an asset for the community to see more commercial growth, but
temper that by the residents keeping Clemson the way that attracted them here."
There is no easy way to"address the.'
building problem. On one side, there are
residents whowant to keep traffic down to
a minimum, the town- simple, and pay
reasonable taxes.
On the other side, there is the economy
where taxes are increasing every year in a
city with limited sources.
Local real estate agents agree that the
city of Clemson, as a communtiy, will
have to face a fee increase.
An example of the startling difference
between real estate prices is as follows:
Two neighborhoods of equal stature were
compared, one in Clemson and one between Clemson and Seneca (approx. 4
miles from the University).
The price of a 1/3 acre lot in the Clemson neighborhood sells for $35,000 plus
the $3,000 impact fee, the highest tax rate
in the county. The Seneca neighborhood
had a one-acre lot for $25,000, no impact
fees and no outlandish city tax to pay.
As the University continues to grow
and build businesses on campus, less and
less money will be collected by the existing businesses in the downtown district.
In order to maintain a balanced existence
in this community, the University and city
must grow together.

School bus shuffle

Students'
honor
challenged
Larry Barthelemy/senior staff photographer

New shuttle buses offer students a chance to relive
elementary school years. The two buses are paratransit equipped.

Part-time students
save on health fee
signed it, including the international students. This petition states that the fee was
unfair to the graduate students.
Brown, who recently became aware of
On Friday, Jan. 2 the Board ofTrustees the changes Redfern was trying to instill,
voted to endorse a proposal that would stated that the plan was "almost illegal."
levy the health fee based upon credit hours. He also thought that the students didn't
Under the new plan, any student regis- have much input in this decision.
tered for seven or more hours during the
Carol Seager, who is the Director of
fall or spring semester will be required to Health Services at Redfern, begs to differ.
pay the current rate, $95. Students en- When told of the circulating petition, she
rolled during the summer with four or stated there were graduate students on the
more hours will pay a lesser fee of $34. task force. "We went through the chanThis new policy has raised much contro- nels... and beyond," said Seager. "We had
versy.
graduate student representatives in the
Trey Brown, a graduate student in the drafting phase, and it was also presented
Department of Environmental Toxicol- to the GSA."
ogy, is one of a number of graduate stuBrown is currently preparing a letter to
dents who feel that the new policy is the other departments asking for signawrong. Under the old plan, students tures to fight the fee, citing that the majorweren't required to pay the health fee ity of the graduate students don't use the
unless they attended on a full-time basis. services at Redfern.
On the other hand, international students
Sandra Smith, the Nurse Supervisor,*,
had to pay the fee regardless of their credit said that a universal fee is necessary and^
level.
fair. If we only relied on those who get
Brown decided that the only way to sick, we wouldn't be able to provide the
fight this new policy was to circulate a necessary services.
\
petition around the department. AccordThis new policy will go into effect on
ing to Brown, everyone in the department July r.

by Jonathan Campbell
staff writer

by Mari Linn Love
interim assistant
news editor
Students' honor is not taken for
granted, and University officials are
taking action.
They are considering a Universitywide academic honor code modeled
after the College of Engineering.
Under this code students sign their
names to all turned in work. In addition, a student failing to report known
cheating is considered to havecheated
as well.
The Chairman for the Honor Code
Commission, Dean Jerry Trapnell, believes there is "a serious need for
honesty and integrity" at Clemson.
He feels that the "current code of
conduct is not doing anything to deter
cheating of any academic dishonesty."
However, student leaders are taking action. Last semester, Student
Senate passed a resolution for a student motivated, student written honor
code. However, it is still unclear if
students across the campus would
accept an honor code.
Therefore, starting Monday night,
student senators will call their constituents for input about an academic
honor code.
Student Senate Academic Chairman, Brian Suber, commented, "This
is a very far-reaching issue. The students' best interest's should be considered."
Although Suber, along with student leaders is working on a version of
a honor code, Trapnell has been notified. This code is being modeled after
top ACC Universities, inparticular
Wake Forest.

Ex-cons may
run
GREENVILLE, S.C. <AP) A
former state representative who
pleaded guilty in the FBI's Operation
Lost Trust vote-buying investigation
says he's considering arun for the state
Senate to replace ousted Sen. Theo
Mitchell.
Former Rep. Ennis Fant, who was
sentenced to 20 months in prison for
conspiring to sell his vote, is one of at
least five people who say they may run
for the seat. The special election to
replace Mitchell, who is serving time
in a federal prison camp, is set for May
23.
Mitchell has sued in the state Supreme Court to overturn this week's
Senate expulsion vote. Fant, a fellow
Democrat, said he would not decide
whether to run until Mitchell exhausts
his appeals.
The imprisoned Mitchell, a lawyer,
is serving a 90-day sentence. He
pleaded guilty to misdemeanor counts
of failing to report $154,000 in cash
transactions he handled on behalf of a
Greenville drug dealer.
Mitchell is scheduled to be released
from the prison camp near Atlanta Jan.
31.
Those considering a run along with
Fant are Greenville County Council
members Bunk Johnson, Fletcher
Smith and Lottie Gibsonand state Rep.
Ralph Anderson, The Greenville News
said Friday.
Only Johnson said he thought
Mitchell's expulsion was proper. Like
Fant, Gibson and Anderson said they
would wait on committing to a campaign until Mitchell's attempts to stay
in office are exhausted:
Mitchell also couldrun again for his
seat, but has not indicated if he would
do so. Johnson and Smith, a former
associate in Mitchell's law firm, said
they would consider running even if
Mitchell ran again.

Senators tough
on crime
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - State
senators once again have backed a
measure to lock up for life repeat violent felons, putting off until later hard
analysis of how much the law might
cost.
The measure is called "Two Strikes,
You're Out" because it would take*
effect when criminals are convicted of
two of the 13 most serious violent
felonies. For those felonies not on the
"most serious' list, three convictions
would mean mandatory life sentence.
' But committee members had more
questions about cost than last year,
when the measure passed easily only
to die when faced with cost analysis in
the Senate Finance Committee.
Sen. Greg Gregory, R-Lancaster,
said he wanted to know how much
health care would cost for aged prisoners.
Sen. Robert Ford, D-Charleston,
said the measure was biased against
blacks because young black men are
unfairly treated by the judicial system.
Senators agreed that the measure
should be sent for further study of costs
after the full Senate approves it.

see STATE, page 8A
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Professors sent
Students smell pot
back to blackboards
Restructuring savings
directed toward
students
by Jodi Fogle
staff writer
As Clemson continues to restructure,
several proposals have been made to redirect the equivalent of at leasf$3 million
from administrative to academic needs.
One proposal reduces .administrative
responsibilities for current.-12-month department heads, who will shift to ninemonth contracts as department chairs,
serve as academic advisors for new students, teach afleastone course per semester' and supervise independent study
courses.
. The proposal to cut 12-month jobs to 9month ones, along with several other proposals,' has been approved by President
Phil Prince. He claims that the changes
will, enhance the educational experience
of Clemson students as well ajs save money.
"Reducing the administrative load of.
department heads will mean that more
students can-be advised and taught by
some Of our most experienced, most highly
crederitialed faculty," said Prince.
"The new structure will enhance interaction among faculty and students, and
that interaction is the reason we exist in
the first place." .
. .
.
In response to Prince's'statement, Frank
Day, heart of the English Department,
said, "We already do advising, and I am
accustomed to teaching. I taught two

classes last fall, and I am teaching one this
semester."
Day also said that the elimination of
assistant department heads has faculty cu- .
rious as to "how big the bureaucracy will
have to accumulate around the dean's office to do a lot of the work we ordinarily
do.""I think there are 60 some departments,
but only about 33 are 12 month positions.
It's not as if everybody was already on 12
months. With large departments like math
and English, the work load of those departments would be hard to turn over to
one nineTmonth department head."
Charles Jennett, provost and vice president for academic affairs, said the restructuring plan will require the addition of
more than 30 seasoned faculty members
once department heads and a'ssistant department heads replace administrative
duties with teaching responsibilities.
In a rough estimation, the proposal is
the equivalent of Shifting $2.2' million
from administrative operations to ^academic programs.
.
';
Jennett said, "The changes in department head positions can take effect July 1,
but downsizing the support staff will have
to be phased in gradually."
Day assumes that the dean's office will
have to split the work with department
heads once assistant department head positions have been eliminated.
HoWfever, he is unsure at this point how
. things will be divided.
. ' "It's just kind of a mystery to us right
now. We are not sure how any of this is
going to work out, but I'm not making any
judgment yet. I'll wart and see how things
work out and see what duties are assigned
to the dean^soffice and hope for thebest."

a 1984. beige Honda worth about $500.
Three larcenies were reported on Jan.
by Billy Ebner
11. Cassandra Jones Morrah reported
staff writer
her portable telephone and telephone
console stolen from her apartment in
There have been four arrests for ille- ' the Lightsey Bridges Apartments. Acgal possession of marijuana between cording to police reports, there was no
Jan. 20 and 22. On Jan. 20, David Wash- sign of forced entry. ington Banning and Gregory David
Electronic equipment, valued at
Hudgens were arrested and charged with ■ $230, was also reported stolen from the
possession of marijuana, distribution of Department.of Ceramics in Olin Hall.
a controlled, substance and possession'
In addition, Alfred Anthony
of drug paraphernalia.
Contreras reported valuables stolen
The police recovered approximately from him on the 11th. These items,

$430 worth of marijuana and other illegal substances. This* event, which took
place in Norris Hall,'stemmed from
complaints to the police by. students
who'claimed they could" smell marijuana smoke.
.
Another drug arrest took place On
Jan. 22'in McCabe Hall. William Frank
Manius, Jr. was charged withsimple
possession of marijuana a'nd possession
of drug paraphernalia. Thirty-two dollars worth ofmarijuana was seized from
ManiuS.
There have been 24 larcenies since
January 1'.
. •
On Jan. 9, amotor scooter was reported stolen from the Poole Agricultural /Newman parking lot. The scooter,
which belonged to Michael" C. King, is

Which were estimated at $450, .were
. misssing from his room in Norris. The
police said that forced entry had not
occurred.
. Themost expensive larceny occured
on Jan. 18. Computer equipment worth
$25,855 was reported missing from
Hunter Hall, w.hich included computer
' silicon graphics, a keyboard, a tape
drive, a mouse and a power cord.
.
What Police believed to be a BB gun
. was fired at the window of Benjamin
Sloop Whitener on Jan. 15. The object
in question cracked a window of
Johnstone and caused $50 in damage.
Police officials encourage, anyone
. who has information connected with
these crimes to call the Clemson.Uni■' versity Police Department-tit 656-2222.

UP GO MI
PROGRAMS & ACTIVITIES
Films 81 Video Committee presents the
following movies at the .Y - Theater:
Minority Activities Committee (MAC)
'1 Am That 1Am: Woman, Black"
Featuring Adilah Barnes
• Monday, February 13,-7:00p.m. ■
... .•;
Tillman Auditorium
.'.•••.
Tickets: $3.00 CU Students, $5.00 Public, All seats $5.Q0 Day of ShowTickets on sale Jan. 23 at the Union Info. Desk. Call 656-2461 foe
■ information. '■
'
•
A one-woman play depicting the-lives of
famoias African American women such as
Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman, Mary
McLeod.Bethune, Zora Neale Hurston,
Lorraine Hansberry, Angela Davis and Maya
Angelou. This play celebrates the African
American female's ability to overcome
_ •
seemingly insurmountable obstacles. Come and enjoy this
historical journey. The show will conclude with a post-performance discussion with the audience about the characters ■
portrayed.

Games and Contests
ACU-I Intercollegiate Qualifying Tournaments
Interested in competing in intercolle
giate events including pool, bowling,
spades, table soccer (fooseball) and
chess? Win a chance to play in
Tennessee, as well as a little
money in your pocket. Check out all
the info in the Union Games Area.
Next qualifying tournament starts
January 29!

(Movie shdwingsbegin at 7:00 and 9:15p.m.)
Jan. 27, 28 & 29--7 & 9:15
Feb. 2,'4&5—7&9:15
Feb. 3 & 4—midnight

The Princess Bride
New Nightmare'
The Shining •.

All tickets just 98*-—NOW the lowest price in Clemson!
• And we still offer the lowest priced concessions anywhe«!

Edgar's Entertainment
Fri., Jan. 27, 9 p.m., $3.00-^Sunbrain with Silly
Fri., Feb. 3—Eulogy

Upcoming Short Courses
(Please note deadlines to-sign up.)
Event
Deadline
Red Cross Community First Aid & Safety
27
Jan.
Lifeguard Training
Feb. 1
Bartending
Feb. 7
Common Sense Self Defense
Feb. 7
Red
Cross Community CPR
Feb. 10
Handwriting
Analysis
Feb. 10
SCUBA
Diving
Feb. 15
Red Cross Community First Aid & Safety
Feb. 27
Sign up at the Information Desk in the Loggia of the University
Union. Limited spaces available. Visa, MC & Tigerstripe accepted

For more information about these Union programs and activities, please stop by room 706 in the University Union or call us at 656-5827!

Time for
progress
A few weeks ago, I had the chance to
view Higher Learning . The movie was
very dramatic and very informative. I
could not believe some of things I heard
in the movie. When I first saw the previews for this film, I thought the setting
would be around 1960 something, but it

was really set in 1995. I have heard of
stories of down right cruelty racism, and
I have even seen it first hand on a few
occassions. The movie really got me to
thinking that a lot of progress made by
African Americans is gradually turning
to regress.
The biggest turning point for African
Americans was in the 1954 Brown vs.
Board of Education case. This desegregated the schools and blacks were finally
given the chance to have the same educational opportunities as white Americans.
African- Americans made other civil
right advances in the 1960's to gain
equal access to the same advantages as
white Americans.
Now I see a major trend among blacks
that seems to be heading back in the
direction of segregation. I think one of
the purposes of the movie is to point out
the things that actually occur on a diverse college campus. We tend to bring
a lot of our "tradition" "With us, and this
seems to be the root of all our problems.
We as blacks do tend to separate ourselves from everyone else, but I think it
is only because we feel like outsiders to
the other world.
I think that it is time that, we, as
Americans stop dividing ourselves and
make an attempt at becoming one. I
think the movie made some very significant points in that racism is an ugly evil
and it does still exist on a college campus. The last thing we want to do is to
rescend to the past experiences that we
fought so hard to overcome. I think that
we have made some signi ficant progress
in the past and will continue to do so in
the future, if we continue to work well
with everyone.
A lot of African-Americans feel that
the newly elected Congress will serve as
a hinderance to them because the majority of them are Republicans. African
Americans are used to a more liberal
agenda in which the government play s a
big role in everthing that is passed. So
now that the Republicans hold the majority, does that mean we just back for
two years and do nothing? No, because
we have a voice and most importantly a
vote. If they would like to remain in
control of Congress they will still need
our vote.
This is a time for African Americans to
accept the change of our newly_eleclcd
congressmen and work louniting America.
The movie ended with two people from
different backgrounds uniting and working together. This is what it is going to take
to move into a more equal future.

iiiiussa&a&SG

Our Position:

Editorial

Adrian Scott
managing
ediitor

A larger staff is
needed for students
with disabilities.

Budget cuts snare
another victim

Another victim of budget cuts has been of South Carolina has the same number of
discovered: the Students with Disabilities Ser- students registered as disabled as Clemson,
vices, located within Student Development, and they have adirector, four assi stants and two
had some of its funds axed. At the same time, graduate students working for their students.
they lost the person that took on most of the Why is there such a discrepancy between
Clemson and USC? Both have experienced
responsibilities for these services.
One of the many responsibilities of the large cuts in funds.
The Campus Organization for Disabled
Disability Services is to make sure that the
Employees
and Students (CODES) has been
University is compliant with the Americans
formed
to
lobby
for these students. One of
with Disability Act of 1990 (ADA). That
the
reason
CODES
was formed was beincludes providing visual aids for the visually
impaired, recorders in class for people who cause some of the students have felt that
have hearing disabilities and transcribers that they are being ignored in some of their
requests. Some of the students have said
are required to help take notes.
Now the responsibilities of Disability Ser- that they have requested certain needs, but
vices have been split up among the employees they were given the "run around" for so long
in Student Development. This action has in that they have.given up trying after awhile.
rum spread out the individual attention that Others have made requests and were told
these students need. Why can't Clemson get their appeals were going to be taken care of,
more staff for these students? Student Devel- but nothing was done. The student who
opment blames budget cuts, but the University made the request originally, graduates and

SffiS

then the request quietly passes away.
Richard Heller, Director of Student Development, claims that there is nothing
wrong, andeverything is being taken care of
without any problems. He mentioned that
another shuttle bus was bought that is handicap equipped.
He also talked about a stair master that
was put in Fike for easier access for wheelchairs to the pool. Two new computers
with software for the hearing and visually
impaired were installed in Brackett along
with a couple of systems in the library.
Apparently there seems to be a communication problem. Dr. Heller says there
are no problems and CODES feels there
are.
There needs to be more of a staff for
these students instead of just a part-time
person with a shared secretary. It seems
that USC does not have too much of a
problem with a staff for disabled students,
why should we?

The opinions expressed in the lead editorial represent the majority view based upon weekly
meetings of The Tiger senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any particular member.
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Turner supports new president
To the editor:
On January 20, 1995, the Clemson
University Board of Trustees named
Dr. Constantine 'Deno' Curris as our
thirteenth President. I have complete
confidence that the Board's decision
is in the best interest of Clemson
University. I have been involved in
this process for the past six months
and would like to convey my perspective of why I believe Dr. Curris will
be an excellent leader at Clemson.
Dr. Curris grew up in a small town
in Kentucky. He received his degrees
from two land grant universities, the
University of Kentucky and the University of Illinois. As an involved
student at Clemson, I can attest to
developing an appreciation for the
mission of a land grant institution and
respect for all involved. Dr. Curris
was an active student at the University of Kentucky, where he participated in activities like student government and received the Sullivan
Medallion as the outstanding male
undergraduate.
With over twenty years of service
as a university president, Dr. Curris

brings a wealth of experience to the
position. In itself, experience is good
but Dr. Curris has also proven that he
is an effective leader. Northern Iowa
has recently been ranked as one of the
best regional universities in the Midwest and it has received high ratings
in terms of efficiency. He has placed
strong emphasis on the importance of
good teaching. In fact, the University
of Northern Iowa has recently established a center for effective teaching.
He has deep respect for university
history and school traditions. During
his first several months at Northern
Iowa, Dr. Curris researched the
school's history. He then set out to
improve the university based on its
historical strengths. Before his interviews, Dr. Curris had visited
Clemson's campus, read two history
books on Clemson, and read a book
on the history of the state of South
Carolina. He has also studied the will
of Thomas Green Clemson. Clemson
University has a strong spirit and will
be served well by a leader with an
appreciation for its heritage.
However I was most impressed by
his sincerity. Dr. Curris has a likable

Speaking Out
Question: Where should funds come

from to pay for aid for disability students on
campus?

personality and was even selected
boss of the year, while at Murray
State, by the secretarial staff. The job
of a university president, especially
at a land grant school, is a difficult
one. The president has to establish
and maintain good relations with the
students, faculty, staff, alumni, goveminent, industry, and the people of
the state. In the most recent years,
presidents are being called,on as
strong fundraisers to try to offset the
decreasing priority of higher education in many state governments. Dr.
Curris is motivated by a sense of service and a dedication to students.
Reference checks have given him high
marks at his previous institutions. As
quoted in a recent Greenville News
article, the Faculty Senate president
at Northern Iowa praised him and said
that Northern Iowa is a better university due-to his presence. A Northern
Iowa student leader has also been impressed with Dr. Curris and remarked
that he has emphasized the school's'
family atmosphere. In addition,
Murray State's student center has been
named for Dr. Curris.
I am very excited for Clemson University and all its constituents
throughout South Carolina. I even
clipped the article out of Saturday's
paper so it can find its way into a
scrapbook. I want a physical reminder
so, when I look back, I can remember
with pride that I had a part in hiring
Dr. Constantine 'Deno' Curris as
Clemson's thirteenth President.
To the editor:
Sincerely,
Scott F. Turner

Challenge
accepted
To the editor:

Kelly Anderson
Secondary Education
sophomore
I don't think the campus has any extra
money to spend.

Barbara Owen
Graphic Comra.
senior
Well, you could talk alums into donating
money instead of beautifying the campus with
bushes and gardens.

In the December 2 issue of The
Tiger I was challenged to respond to
an article written by Clator Butler
about some recent conversations we
had. I was surprised to read how Clator
felt, because I spoke with him out of
loving concern. However, since Clator
obviously did not perceive my actions in the way I intended, I would
like to add my public apology to the
personal one I have already given

see READER, page 6A

Bryan Thrasher
Graphic Comm.
sophomore
They're spending too
much money on erecting
new buildings.

Exempt from
wage increase
Tuesday night in his State of the Union
address, President Clinton, urged our congressional leaders to raise the minimum
wage — which would increase the buying
power of some of nation's poorest workers.
Many believe raising minimum wage from
the present $4.25 to $5 an hour would be
economically tolerable as well as motivating. As of now many able-bodied people,
who have chosen to allow government sus-

Tyrone Walker
Interim news
editor
tain their lives, have pointed out that they can
live belter on welfare than they could working a 40-hour week. However, many think
raising wages would be harmful. But at the
same time political leaders as well as their
employer—the American tax payer—continuously haip about welfare mothers who
refuse to work. Boosting wages provides the
incentive for the reluctants to seriously consider working for a living.
A few days before Mr. Clinton's address,
when I mentioned the prospect of minimum
wage being increased to another student, she
smiled from ear to ear. Obviously, earning
a fair wage for a fair day's work would be a
welcome addition to her bank account.
However, I do not thi nk President CI i nton
considered college student before making
his recommendation. Instead, his concern is
for the working poor: mothers and fathers
with children to feed and clothe. College
students working on campus do not have to
wony about hungry children. Rather, we are
students who have decided to delay work
and family while we pursue educational
goals that will eventually lead to a college
degree—which enhances our chances of
getting a job.
Although many may not get their preferred job, the fact of the matter is that the
jobs we will get will pay more minimum
wage jobs. Therefore, I if minimum wages
are raised, institutes of learning should be
exempt. A small sacrifice considering our
future earning potentials.
While college students may not have
been on Mr. Clinton's mind, surely college
campuses were; not directly but indirectly.
For example, Clemson University auxiliaries businesses such AR A, the company that
runs our cafeterias and canteens, are in essence. employersoftheworkingpoor.'While
they are invisible to the students they serve
daily, many of them are working for minimum wage. They arethe people Mr. Clinton
is referring.
Unlike the college student, and in addition lo providing for themselves, many have
children to clothe and feed. Consequently,
Ihey should be the beneficiaries of a minimum wane b(xist.
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Turbo Jackson
Dance
senior
Take it from the proceeds
from the contract with the
Carolina Panthers.

Matthew Shockley
English
freshman
All the extra money that you
spend on food in the convenience stores around campus for their high prices.
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Reader responds to editor
Continued from 5A

t0 have

him.
Though it may not have
been Clator's intention, I believe that I was significantly
misrepresented and misquoted in the article and that
for the sake of my response I
should clarify several details.
First and foremost, I was presented as a person who had no
prior relationship with Clator.
In actuality I have known him
for several years. He used to
attend some of our meetings
on campus and on several occasions we spent time talking
about of our faith in Christ. It
was based on our previous
relationship that I pursued my
recent conversations with
him.
Our first contact occurred after Clator abruptly asked Tom
Short, a campus speaker, to read
Matthew 6 while Tom was
speaking in the Ampitheatre.
Tom was already answering
questions from other students,
so he responded that he couldn' t
read the whole passage at that
time. Clator walked away angrily, so I followed him to let
him know if he would listen for
awhile, he would find that Tom
was not like the condemning
campus preachers that have
come in the past ( the difference in Tom's approach was
noted by Christians and nonChristians alike). Clator asked
me to leave him alone, and told
me his thinking was now different.
Upon seeing Clator several
weeks later, I again approached him with an attitude
of concern and a desire to find
out what was going on in his
life. Until he told me, I didn't
know his disagreement with
Tom Short stemmed from a
comment about Jews needing

We began discussing this issue, but our conversation
ended rather abruptly because
Clator had an appointment.
As he left, I felt bad about
having a conflict with Clator
and was even more disappointed to read his attitude
towards me in The Tiger. It is
now without any animosity
towards Clator, and with respect to his and others opinions that I share what he has
challenged me to make public.
The issue I've been asked
to defend is my belief that
Jesus Christ is the only way
of salvation. In defending my
view, it is important to know
I am strongly convinced that
the Bible is God's Word
(those who don't believe in
the Bible and the resurrection
of Christ will obviously hold
different views).
Throughout the Bible a picture is painted of how God
longs to have a relationship
with ma-n, but also how man's
sin separates him from God.
It is also clearly shown that
man is unable to reach a holy
God through his own goodness and deeds .
To put it simply the Bible
says we need our sins to be
.forgiven in order to be right
with God and have eternal
life. We can't do this for ourselves, so we need a Savior—
someone who can pay the penalty for our sins.
God, out of His love and
desire to have a relationship
with us, became this Savior
by becoming a man and by
dying on the cross for our sins.
If man could earn salvation
simply by following religious
rules or by doing good works,
there would have been no rea-

Christ in their lives.

son for Christ to die
To say I believe the Bible
and also say I believe there
are ways to God other than
Christ is not being true to my
faith or intellectually honest.
There are many ■ve'rses that
support this claim. Here are a
few of them:
Jesus said to him, " I am
the way, and the truth, and
the life; no one comes to the
Father, but through Me" (John
14:6).
Jesus-" I said therefore to
you, that you shall die in your
sins; for unless you believe
that I am He, you shall die in
your sins ( John 8:24).
"Let it be known to all of
you, and to all the people of
Israel, that by the name of Jesus
Christ the Nazarene"; whom you
crucified, whom God raised
from the dead-by this name this
man stands here in good
health.He is trhe stone which
was rejected by you, the builders, but which became the very
cornerstone. And there is salvation in no one else; for there
is no other name given among
men, by which we must be
saved"( Acts 4:10,12).
This is good, and pleases
God our savior, who wants all
men to be saved and to come to
a knowledge of the truth. For
there is one God and one mediator between God and men,
the man Christ Jesus (TTimothy 2:3-5).
Since other issues like the
validity of the Bible and the
historical evidence of the resurrection can't be discussed in
the available space, I would be
happy to talk personally with
anyone who has an interest.
Respectfully,
Timmy Powers
Pastor
Clemson Community Church
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New quality office
space in Clemson on
Hwy. 123 at Hwy. 93.
Reception and business
services available.
Beautiful conference
and meeting rooms.
Call 654-2207
WANT TO GET
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$20
One Month
Unlimited Classes

653-FITT
The Clemson Jazzercise Fitness Center
1021 Old Stone Church Rd.
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Austin Enterprises
An environmental company based out of Texas
is expanding to South Carolina. There will be a
speaker at Tillman Auditorium on Monday,
February 6, at 7:00 pm to explain the strategies
behind this 3 year $100 million business.

Jobs are available!

Delta Gamma
Is the search for
off-campus housing
turning your life
into a circus?
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The Renters Information Fair
The Palmetto Ballroom in the Union
Wednesday & Thursday
February 1 & 2
10:00am - 2:00pm
Join us at the 1995 Renters Information Fair for refreshments
and an opportunity to meet with property managers and utility
representatives about renting a place to live off-campus. For more
information, contact the Renters Information Center at 656-4447.
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East campus
road closed
by D. Linsey Wisdom
staff writer
East Campus traffic will be
rerouted for continued construction of the golf cart underpass on
Cherry Rd. and Old Stadium Rd.
For the next several weeks, motorists should be aware of this
two-phrase plan that began last
Monday.
The first phase involves the
closing of Old Stadium Rd. Barricades have been placed at either end of the road and should
remain there until Feb.6. Through

traffic should take Cherry Rd.
Local traffic to those facilities on
Old Stadium Rd. will still be allowed to pass
The second phase will close
Cherry Rd. from Feb. 6. until the
20th. It should be noted that phase
two will not begin until phase
one is completed.
This will allow for a through
route to be available at all times.
"Of course, the construction
schedule is dependent on the
weather," said John McEntire,
project manager for the golf
course.
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GOT PLANS?
Are you planning
to live in
University housing
next year?
Then don't delayADVANCE HOUSING RESERVATION
is due on or before February 8,1995!
Call Housing at 656-2295.

DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR
MAY 1995 GRADUATION
IS JANUARY 31, 1995
Undergraduates who plan to graduate on
May 12, 1995, should:
1)

Obtain a diploma application from the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall.

2)

Make payment for any fees in Bursar's
DUI;
Office. (There is no charge for the
diploma itself.)

3)

Return completed application to the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes.

Note: Providing the information requested on
the application, paying any fees, and
returning the completed application to
the Office of Student Records properly
notifies the University that you desire to
be a candidate for graduation.

...WE HAVE!
Carolina Real Estate
Jane Brown, Property Manager

^

392 College Ave., Clemson, SC
(803) 654-6202 (803) 654-9552

Efficiencies, 2 & 3 Bedroom • Walk to Campus
t1
University Ridge • Daniel Square • 99 Wyatt
Sunset Court-Tillman Place

AUTO SPECIALTIES, INC.

BODY & PAINT SHOP
• Collision Repair/ Over 30 yrs. exp.
•Restoration Professionals • Auto Sales

Share The Experience

AIR CONDITION SPECIALISTS

Insurance Claims Specialists • Free Estimates & Consultation
TUNE-UPS, BRAKES, MECHANICAL REPAIRS
Mon.-Fri.
8:30-5:30
Sat.
830-Noon

654-0234
Foreign & Domestic
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

1728 Old Central Rd.
(Just off SC 93)
Behind Hardees
Central, SC

Serving Clemson • Central • Seneca
i

V
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STUDENT ALUMNI
COUNCIL
The link between students and alumni"

\l<

Membership Drive Drop-In
Monday, Jan. 30
6:00pm
Alumni Center
(Sunday dress is appropriate)

Applications tmy be picked up at the Alumni Center between
8am and4:3Gpm. Deadline for applications is Friday, February 1

at tbe Alamo* Center,

With Herff Jones
Graduation
Announcements.
Order Your Graduation Announcements and Caps and Gowns on:

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & FRIDAY
February 8, 9 & 10
9:00-4:30
Clemson University Bookstore ravmenl in full at lime of
ordering graduation orders may be placed at the Art and
Engineering counter in the bookstore from Jan. 30 thru Feb. 10.
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State files
federal suit
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) A
day after the Justice Department
sued three states over the "motor
voter" law, South Carolina filed
a pre-emptive lawsuit Tuesday
to block the government from
forcingittocomply with the 1993
legislation.
The Justice Department said
it was holding off on suing South
Carolina and Michigan to give
election officials in those states
more time to comply. Governors
in all five states are Republican.
Critics of the legislation, nicknamed the "motor voter" law,:
say it infringes on states' rights,
imposes a costly mandate without federal aid to pay for it and
might lead to fraud.
A Justice Department spokesman said there had been talks
with the state over the dispute but

DINE-IN/GRRYOUT/DEUVERY

Solicitor Joe Watson of Greenthere was no notificaville
and Pickens counties, who
tion the suit would be
pressed the case, said he expected
filed.
"They had given us the ruling could wipe out 80 perevery indication that cent of the industry. As many as
they would try to work 17,000 of the 22,000 machines
this out," spokesman statewide could be affected, industry officials said.
Myron Marlin said.
The machines will ju-st be
The law passed
switched
to poker instead of slots,
Congress after a bita
ter partisan fight, with said Hugh Andrews,
Democratic support Spartanburg game distributor.
Watson, who- seized eight of
but opposition from
the
machines from Greenville
Republicans concerned that it
would put more poor, largely County game rooms in 1991, said
Democratic, voters on the rolls. owners should start now to get the
It requires all states to pro- slot-style games out of their busivide voter registration through nesses.
In 1991, the court ruled that
the driver licensing process,
through the mail and at state so- free plays can be cashed in for
money. That created a boom in
cial service offices.
video poker with 28,000 games
by 1993 and the creation of a
multimillion industry.
Opponents wanted to ban the
games. Instead, lawmakers approved county-by-county referendums to decide if payouts
should be legal. In November,
voters banned video poker in 12
of the state's 46 counties.
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)
Lawmakers also approved
About half of the state's video
gambling machines could be in regulations that ban advertising,
jeopardy following a ruling by limit each game room to five
the South Carolina Supreme machines and allow each player
Court that makes machines that to win no more than $ 125 in a 24resemble slot machines illegal.
hour period.
John Reyelt, who runs a Myrtle
The dissenting justices disagreed, siding with a lower court Beach game room, said the ruling
that said slot-type games are no was unfair because most voters
different than poker-style games. said video gambling should stay
Monday's ruling reaffirmed the legal.
They could also cite the 1993
high court's previous stance that
law that tightened video gambling
poker-style games are legal.

Video
gambling
jeopardied
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COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)
Opponents of abortion marched
on the Statehouse Saturday to
mark 22 years of legal abortions,
condemning recent violence at
abortion clinics but vowing to
continue their fight.
The crowd, estimated at
2,500, broke into loud applause
when an organizer promised to
continue to fight as long as abortions are legal.
The anti-abortion group's
lobbyist, Holly Gatling, said she
is hoping to see legislation advanced this year through a new
caucus of lawmakers who are
opposed to abortion.
Republican Gov. David
Beasley, who took office last
week, was a leading opponent
of abortion when he was a
Democratic state representative.
But Beasley has said he is
not planning to promote any
new legislation. South Carolina also requires doctors to
provide information about alternatives to women seeking
abortions.
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COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)
Former South Carolina governor
Carroll Campbell is keeping busy
after leaving office.
Canipbell will head a national
life insurance association in
Washington, D.C., and just getting there has already been eventful.
Campbell and his wife, Iris,
were flying to Washington last
week in a private plane when the
aircraft lost an engine over North
Carolina, Campbell said.
The plane made an uneventful
emergency landing in Raleigh for
repairs, and the Campbells continued on to Washington. He kept
moving after that, meeting with
life insurance executives a day
after Gov. David Beasley' s inauguration. Then he returned to
Greenville to testify in a trial last
week.
Campbell reflected on the difference between his life in South
Carolina and in the nation's capital from his Pennsylvania Avenue office window.
"I'm about two blocks from
the White House, I'm looking
down on the street where a very
ragged guy is trying to cook some-

January 27,1995
thing over a grate. He's laying
down on the street drinking his
coffee," Campbell said. "Welcome to Washington, D.C."
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University honors volunteers
by Brett Barker
staff writer
Honorees for the 1994 Volunteers of the Year were announced
by Clemson University.
All of the universitiy's major
volunteer support organizations
were represented, including the
Board of Visitors, the Clemson
University Foundation, the Presidents Advisory Council and the
Alumni Association.
Volunteer of the Year for the
Clemson University Board of
Visitors is Bill Craven, a resident
of Waynesboro, Ga. Craven is a
1950 graduate of Clemson and
served as the chairman of the
Board of Visitors during the
1993-94 year. Having worked at
the Cooperative Extension Service in SC and Ga for more than
30 years, he is now the public
affairs director for Amick Farms,
Inc.
The Clemson University

Foundation announced Frank
Bishop and David Merline as its
Volunteers of the Year. Both
Bishop and Merline serve on the
Foundation's Board of Directors
and are considered leading members. The Foundation raises and
manages private gifts for
Clemson's academic programs.
Bishop who resides in Atlanta, is
the president of INVESCO Inc,
and Merline is a practicing attorney in the firm of Merline and
Thomas in Greenville.
William States Lee was honored by the Clemson University
President's Advisory Council as
its Volunteer of the Year. Lee is
the chairman emeritus of Duke
Power Co. and has provided leadership for an employee fund-raising drive at Duke, which will
endow Clemson with an engineering professorship and a schol ars program.
The Clemson Alumni Association honored two people as its
Volunteers of the Year.

Towing fees vary
continued from 1A
it will reimburse the vehicle
owner.
According to McKenzie, there
is a variety of reasons for a car to
be towed, including blocking a
fire lane, parking in marked
spaces during major on-campus
events, parking in a recruiter spot
near the Trustee House or having
three past-due tickets.
This is a change from last year
when one was towed for five
outstanding parking tickets.
Joe Granger, director of Parking and Traffic Control, explained
that outstanding tickets are any
tickets that have not yet been
paid while past-due tickets are
those which have not been paid
or appealed within 15 days.
"At one time the parking regulations referred to towing with
five outstanding tickets, and es-

sentially you could park overtime, receive five tickets in a day
and get towed the next day,"
stated Granger. "The parking
regulations are actually broader
than they were at one time."
The University does have a
, contract with a towing service
for special events on campus so
that there is a flat rate of $65,
regardless of the vehicle type.
The police department generally attempts to contact the owner
of the vehicle before towing in
such a case in order to give him
the opportunity to remove it.
Chief Lonnie Saxon of the CU
Police Department calls towing a
necessary evil on campus, saying, "We aren't gung ho about
towing cars, but it is necessary."
Granger said, "The University has enough parking spaces,"
and no one is forced to park illegally because of a lack of available parking.

(F

$1.25 Longnecks
$3.00 Pitchers
$2.25 House brands
Specials: Melrose Mondays ( Big Screen T.V.)
100 wings Tues. and Thurs.
250 draft 9:00 pm till close Fridays
Bands: Jan. 28th
Feb. 4th
Feb. 11th
Feb. 18th
654-7941
Open for Lunch and
[Dinner

Jedi Mind Trick
Rhythm Spindle
Minor Earth
Starting from Seed
Located on Hwy 93
at 123 behind Tiger
Mart

Carol Brown, a 1965 graduate, has served on the University's
Centennial Celebration Committee and on the Clemson's
Women's Council. She also
served for five ^ears as president
of the Charlotte Clemson Club.
Larry Starkey is the president of
the Clemson Class of 1956 and a
past president of the Clemson
Alumni National Council.
He
has held all of the major offices
of the Atlanta Clemson Club and
in 1978 was honored as the most
outstanding Clemson alumnus in
the Atlanta area.
The Alumni Association also
awarded the Young Alumnus of
Merit award to Mary Bigger of
Charlotte. The 1988 graduate and
past president of Charlotte Clemson Club presently serves on the
Clemson's Women's Council's
advisory board.
Sandra McKinney of Anderson was chosen as the Alumni
Association's Employee of the
Year.

Faculty
receptive
continued from 1A
we have seen through
this process how much
the participation of students, faculty, staff,
alumni and other key constituents enhances the
Board's ability to carry
out that duty," Gressette
stated.
Owens added: "I foresee no problems. He is
our president designate. I
believe the faculty will
support him, cooperate in
every way and look to a
bright future."

EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES!!!!
Available To Graduate And
Undergraduate Students
With Summer Academic Enrichment
Programs For Talented Minority
High School Students
If interested, please come by the Office
of Academic Special Projects/ Career
Workshop (G-ll Tillman) and fill out an
application.
Applicants must have at least a 2.25 Cumulative GPR
and have completed at least two (2) semesters at
Clemson University.

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT
EV THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER
IN OURS.
Wall Disney World Co. representatives will he on campus to
present an information session lor Undergraduate .Students on
the WAIT DISNEY WORLD Summer/Fall '95 College Program.

WttfcNi VteDNfcSDAY, Ffcfl. 8 At 7:00PM
WHERE* 100 BRACKfcTf HAIL
Attendance til this presentation is required to
Interview for the Summer, Fall '95 College Program.
Interviews will be held Thursday, February 9.
The following majors are encouraged to attend:
Business; Communication, Recreation/Leisure
Studies, Theatre/Drama, I lorticulturc anil

Agriculture.
Lifeguards are needed to work at our many Water

Parks and Resorts. Students with ANY
major are eligible to apply. You need to
hold lifeguard certification OR be a
strong swimmer ami we'll provide the
training needed for an exciting

experience this summer or fall!
For more information contact:
CtH>|>crativc Education

Plione: 656-3150
World Co.
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Salvation
Army deals
drugs

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.
(AP) - Salvation Army thrift store
clerks were startled by the discovery of cocaine tucked into a
used coat's pocket.
But they were shocked by the
ROCKY MOUNT, Va. (AP) nerve of an unidentified man - Three factory workers resigned apparently the would-be cocaine
after raising the ire of co-workers seller - who called to demand
for putting an electronic dog col- $500 reimbursement from the
lar on a mentally retarded ship- charity for his lost drugs.
ping clerk and shocking him reThe cocaine was turned over
peatedly.
to the police. The coat was reJames O'Neal Jr., 36, is de- turned to the sale rack. There
scribed by his superiors as a bit have been no arrests and police
like the character Benny on the said they have no suspects.
old television series "LA Law."
Kincaid and Jefferson City
He's worked 16 years for MW police figure an unsuspecting
Manufacturers, making the thrift store customer stymied a
rounds at work stations to pick cocaine deal by trying on the
up and deliver packages.
heavy coat before the drug's
During a break period Jan. 13, buyer could get to it.
three workers thought it would
Johnsen said police tests conf
be funny to get O'Neal to wear an firmed the pocket held about 35
electronic dog training collar on individually wrapped rocks of
his leg and persuaded him to put cocaine, which he said had a total
it on. They told him it was part of value of $800 to $850.
a lie detector test.
The collar was then activated
to shock O'Neal when he didn't
give correct answers, Harman
said.
"The three individuals saw it
, as some type of practical joke,"
TWIN FALLS, Idaho (AP)
Harman said. "Obviously, it was
A
centuries-old
warrior wfii proba cruel and unacceptable thing."
Harman suspended the three ably not get to testify on behalf of
assembly workers without pay a Colorado man charged with
for three days beginning Tues- kidnapping and shooting his
day and placed them on proba- former girlfriend.
Jack Peel, 48, acting as his
tion for a year. He also said the
company's investigation of the own attorney, asked to be hypnotized in order to summon "Larkin
incident would continue.

Pavlov's
worker

Corpse still
fertile
CHICAGO (AP) - A fertility
specialist says he extracted sperm
from the corpse of a newlywed
man to bring "a little ray of sunshine" to the widow who may
want to bear the victim's child.
The victim, a 34-year-old suburban man, was killed in a car
accident near the northwest suburb of Elgin. His wife of just a
few months decided to pursue
the sperm extraction with the help
of Michael Reese Hospital and
Medical Center after hearing
about a similar procedure last
week done in New York.
Dr. Craig Niederberger, who
performed the procedure, called
it "a major ethical issue" because
it wasn't the husband's decision
to bank his own sperm.
Hospital
spokeswoman
Geraldine Conrad said the grieving woman had not decided if she
would ever attempt insemination
with the retrieved sperm, but
wants to keep her options open.
If she does attempt the insemination, Niederberger said,
she would have to obtain approval
from a hospital review board.
Medical experts say there are
no known cases where insemination has been tried with sperm
from corpses, though sperm extraction has been done before.

the Executioner," whom he described later as a scaly, prehistoric cannibal from another
planet.
"After 'channeling' was explained to me... it's hardly likely
I will allow the testimony," 5th
District Judge Daniel Meehl said
in a hearing.
'■ Larkin is an objective witness
to the shooting, Peel argued. He

is honest, "a warrior of words"
who doesn' t grow horns, and isn' t
linked with Satanism.
Peel's former girlfriend,
Connie Price, testified in October that Peel woke her up with "a
hand over my mouth and a gun to
my head."
She said he forced her to drive
dawn a dirt road, then shot her
when she tried to flee.

iT'SYomMO:

Court calls
ex-cannibal

Clemson (Hwy 123 near Hwy 93)
1393 Tiger Blvd

654-5977
Offices are also located in: Easley & Pickens

NEW SHIPMENT.

from ci rnmous
Liz Claiborne
A

-.

Guess

Karen Scott

- ' Valerie Stevens

new York

jones New York
Jessica McClintok

Deportment Store!

Karen Scott

Six thousand pieces of great NAME BRAND clothing. We will
be putting out new things daily from this shipment
Anderson Location:
118
(The old annex building on the
square by che old couri house.)

MMMSXXMM

119 Tiger Blvd,
yirui Dixie Plaza)
14-0016
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Comedian tickles ribs in Tillman tonight
by Shane Roach
staff writer
Killer Beaz, hailed by Comedy USA as
"one of the top four draws in the country,"
will perform tonight in Tillman Auditorium.
Born Truett S. Beasley, Jr., "Beaz" got
his start over fifteen years ago playing
guitar in a blues band in his hometown of
Jackson, Mississippi. After playing a particularly nice solo one night, he heard a
voice from the crowd shout "That was
killer, Beaz!" The name stuck, and when
a club owner talked Beaz into doing a
comic routine in 1982, he naturally carried it with him when he switched from
music to comedy.
Beaz honed his act over the next few
years in redneck bars and blues clubs in
the Mississippi Delta (the so-called
"Chitlin Circuit"). Beaz performed over
300 shows and won three awards from the
Showtime cable channel before setting
foot on a bona fide comedy club stage.
Now he does approximately 350 shows
per year, with stops in Alaska, the Bahamas, and all points in between.
Beaz also performs frequently at Catch
A Rising Star in Las Vegas, hangs out
regularly on the John Boy and Billy radio
show, and hosts "TNN' s Comedy Round-

see BEAZ, page 3B

photo courtesy Campus Events

Truett S. Beasley, better known as Killer Beaz, will perform tonight at 8 o'clock in Tillman
Auditorium. Tickets are $13.50 and may be bought locally at the University Union Box
Office.

r.

Faculty art exhibited Hunting
witches

by Brian Davis
staff writer

The professors of art at Clemson
are displaying some of their most recent work this month in the Rudolph
E. Lee Gallery in Lee Hall. The purpose of the exhibition is to provide

visual stimulation through art as a service
to the University and the community.
Included in the exhibit are a variety of
styles, types, and themes in art.
There are sculptures in clay, wood,
steel and ceramics; also paintings, lithographs, mixed media, digital images, pen-

see ART, page 3B

Llese Snode/head photographer

'1 Found Myself Looking for Adventure in the Supermarket," by Katya Cohen is one of many faculty works
on display at Lee Hall between now and Feb. 12.

by Terrell Johnson
editor-in-chief
Written in response to his investigation by the U.S. House
Committee on Un-American Activities during the McCarthy era,
Arthur Miller tells the tragic story
of the Salem witch trials. The Crucible, now showing at the Clemson
LittleTheatreinPendleton,isbased
on actual events and contains characters which Miller draws from an
eyewitness account of the trials.
In the play, a group of teenage
girls accuses members of the community with witchcraft, spurred
on by their devious, stong-willed
ring leader Abigail Williams,
played by Julie Greene. Miller suggests it was Williams'jealous love
of a local farmer, John Proctor
(played by Aaron Cook), that set
the witch trials into motion - she
sought attention and the death of
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Play Some
Skynyrd,
Man!
by Brian Richardson
special commentary
I keep telling myself.that
playing in a band is fun.
Despite the long hours of
practice and the mound of
drums I have to haul back
and forth to our shows, I
really enjoy playing. But,
there are a a few serious
drawbacks to performing
original
material
in
Clemson, and I feel I must
warn up-and-coming musicians.
The main hazard of playing your songs (you know,
those masterpieces you've
been crafting like ashtrays
out of.fine beach driftwood)
in front of a bar-going audience is the species designated by the scientific name
"musicus predictious." They
have several characteristics
that set them apart from other
bar-goers..
Unlike the female
"blonde-harious. blackrootious," they do not become giddy when exposed
to alcohol. However, they
do use specific mating'calls
such as: "WAHOO!" "Free
Bird!" and "Play some
Skynyrd, man!" This behavior is independent of their
venue. When exposed to an
actual Lynyrd Skynyrd concert, 70% of the species actually yelled, "Play some
Skynyrd," which.is attributed to an ingrained behavior pattern (see Pavlov).
Anotherattributed behavior of "musicus predictious,"
is their discontent with performers playing songs they
do not know the words to.
Rather than learning the
words to the song currently
being played, the species will
badger the musical performer with requests for specific Top 40 or Classic Rock
pieces (see Billboard Top
40).
While this species is not
dominant in the Clemson environment, it is the audience
that is the most vocal about
its desires. The behavioral
patterns of the bar owners
are patterned by the response
of this species. For original
music to thrive in this town,
this species must be driven
away. Here are a few simple
steps to help solve the problem:
1. If you like aband, don't
yell "Skynyrd" unless that's
their name. The actual name
of the band is a more appropriate response.
2. Send any "musicus
predictious" to an actual
Lynyrd Skynyrd concert ...
they'll have a better chance
of hearing "FreeBird" there.
3. If you don't know the
words to a band's song, buy
their tape. Play it in the car
on the way to class; you'll
be able to sing along the
next time they play downtown.

Massotherapists rub it right
by Birma Gainor
staff writer
Not too many people are wiling to pay good money to have
their bodies pummeled, mauled
and restructured all in the name
of relaxation and invigoration.
However, a massage by a therapist wth a limited medical
practitioner's license can be both
therapeutic and enjoyable, even
if muscles you never knew existed make their presence known
during the exercise.
Massage as a tool used to
improve health is something not.
often practiced in the United
States. In this, as in much alternative medicine, we lag far be-,
hind the rest of the world. In
most countries, massage is covered by private insurance and is
a part of national health care
programs. It is seen as stress
therapy and considered preventative treatment.
Considering that stess in different forms such as stroke, dia' betes and heart disease, is the
number one killer in the United
States, one would think we
should try a similar approach.
The term human jelly best
describes what will happen to
yourbody afterthe therapist frees
you of stress. Massotherapists

use a variety of techniques,.working only on soft tissue, skin,
muscles, tendons and fat.
The massage received always
depends on what the person on
the table needs. Its. main benefit
is de-.stressing and relaxing the
body, often so much so that the
person falls asleep!
Due to the strokes put through
. the skin in a massage, the benefits are numerous. Skin tone is
improved because it is the outer
layers of the skin that receive
nutrients from the blood..The
muscles get a thorough workout
without the production of lactic
acid. That is the substance that

makes your muscles sore after a .health classes. He offers several
hard workout. The little that is helpful tips on making a massage
produced is shunted away a pleasurable experience:
•Discuss your special needs
through the lymph system.
with
the therapist before the sesIn addition, blood circulation
is heightened, helping to clear sion begins. It will help him be
the system of toxins and meta- better able to help you..
•Don't be afraid to tell him
bolic waste.
what
is good or bad for you.
It is comforting for the patient
•Wear loose clothing you do
to know that when the
massotherapist hits a tender spot, not mind getting a little oil on; it
makes it easier to get dressed
they can express their feelings.
. David G. Rogers received his afterthe massage.
•For a little variety, bring some
massotherapist license from the
Ohio Medical Board. Certified in of your own natural oils for the
relaxation, therapeutic and geri- massage. These can.be found at
atric types of massage, Rogers almost any nature beauty store.
•Relax and enjoy!
has lectured in different Clemson

American Music Awards presented
from staff reports
The 22nd annual American
Music Awards special will be
telecast "live" on the ABC Television Network from the Shrine
Auditorium in Los Angeles, California, on Monday, Jan. 30, at 8
p.m. The TV special is a presentation of dick dark productions,
inc., with Clark serving as Executive Producer.
Hosting the telecast will be
Tom Jones, Lorrie Morgan and
Queen Latifah.
Nominations for the American Music Awards are in seven
categories. In the Pop/Rock,
Country and Soul/Rhythm &
Blues categories, awards will be
presented for Favorite Male and
Female Artist, Favorite Band,
Duo or Group, Favorite Album
and Single, and Favorite New
Artist. In the Rap/Hip Hop, Heavy
Metal/Hard Rock, AdultContemporary and Alternative Music
categories, awards will be presented for Favorite Artist. In all,
22 awards will be presented.
In addition, a special "Award
of Merit" will be presented to
Prince for his "outstanding contributions to the musical entertainment of the American public." Previous recipients of this
award have been Bing Crosby,
Berry Gordy, Irving Berlin,
Johnny Cash, Ella Fitzgerald,

Perry Como, Benny Goodman,
Chuck Berry, Stevie Wonder,
Kenny Rogers, Michael Jackson,
Loretta Lynn, Paul McCartney,
Elvis Presley, The Beach Boys,
Willie Nelson, Neil Diamond,
Merle Haggard, James Brown,
rock promoter Bill Graham and
Whitney Houston.
Also to be presented on the
special is the "International Artist Award," which will go to Led
Zeppelin. The award recognizes
those artists whose popularity and
impact cross national boundaries,
and it is only given when there is
a deserving recipient of outstanding stature and accomplishments.
The only previous recipients of
this award have been Michael
Jackson and Rod Stewart.
The special will also salute
the 10th anniversary of the recording of "We Are The World."
Some of those who participated
will be in attendance and will
help present a host of memories
and film clips reviewing that historic night and the far-reaching
impact it had.
Winners of the American
Music Awards are selected by
the public. A national sampling
of approximately 20,000, taking
into account geographic location,
. age, sex and ethnic origin, have
been sent ballots by the National
Family Opinion, Inc. firm under
the supervision of Broadcast Research and. Consulting, Inc.

Names of the nominees on the
ballot were compiled from data
supplied by the music industry
trade publication, Radio &
Records and the Soundscan Inc.,
management information system.
Results of the voting are kept
. secret until envelopes are opened
during the presentation ceremonies.
Among the performers scheduled to appear on the special are
Babyface, Black Men United,

tt

DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR
MAY 1995 GRADUATION
IS JANUARY 31,1995
Undergraduates who plan to graduate on
May 12, 1995, should:
1) Obtain a diploma application from the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall.
2) Make payment for any fees in Bursar's
Office. (There is no charge for the
diploma itself.)
3)

G
$$$$$ What? You don't have it yet?
■*•*'•*'•«? It suits our high standards.
Sorta kinda groovyish.

$$ Die-hard fans might like it.
Don't waste your money.

Boyz II Men, Celine Dion, Madonna, Tim McGraw, Jimmy
Page & Robert Plant and The
Artist Formerly Known As
Prince.
The American Music Awards
special is produced by Al
Schwartz and Larry Klein. Director is Jeff Margolis. Executive in Charge of Production is
Don Wollman. Music Director is
Lenny Stack.

Return completed application to the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes.

Note: Providing the information requested on
the application, paying any fees, and
returning the completed application to
the Office of Student Records properly
notifies the University that you desire to
be a candidate for graduation.
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Crucible Faculty art exhibited in Lee Gallery
continued from
IB

continued from IB
cils, and inks. Anumber of themes
can be found throughout the exhibit: the environment, sexuality, abuse of nature and each other,
violence, emotions, prejudices,
infinity, needs, wants and manipulation, light, motion, freedom, and location.
Many art professors have become involved in this exhibition.
Department Head John Acorn
created three life-sized sculptures, the inspiration for which
was rooted in a newspaper advertisement illustrating a camouflage
hunting suit. "The natural world
uses camouflage as a means of
protection against enemies," said

Proctor's wife.
During the actual trials,
over 200 people were arrested, many of whom were
either hanged or tortured to
death. The Crucible examines the impact of the loss
of so many people in such a
small community. The
town falls under a reign of
terror, upheld by a superstitious judge and greedy citizens.
The staging of The Crucible was exceptional. Using a sparse set and period
clothing, director Richard
Cowan brings the 17th century to life. Cook and
Greene give moving performances while Ron
Thurston, playing Giles
Corey, and Jennifer
Yeargin-Bush, playing
Titiba, leave the audience
in stitches. After producing
such popular performances
as Steel Magnolias and Into
the Woods, it would seem
the Clemson Little Theatre
had some hard acts to follow, but it has definitely
risen to the occasion.

ead photographer

J

"Camouflage Suit Danger Zone" by John
Acorn

Make your Valentine feel special!

m

~ TIGER £i£lfs
GIFTS & FLOWERS

Best prices in town!
Free delivery on campus.
654-1927
3fc

Next to Los Hermanos

Acorn. "Man imitates this function but also extends it to aid in
his desire to kill."
Aaron Baldwin's oils on canvas at first appear to be still lifes,
but they are actually not drawn
from models.
Katya Cohen's drawings and
collages are "visual interpretations of fragments of verbal
thought," said the artist.
Professor of Art Sydney A.
Cross has submitted several lithographs based on "man's abuse
and exploitation of every aspect 'Infinity 3" by Cecille L. K. Martin
of the environment," said Cross.
digital images in a pursuit of what
prejudice."
His lithographs are
he calls "true art." Megan Wolfe
Shane
Patterson
made to look like hishas done several has developed imaginative, lifetorical diagrams, unlandscapes using sized ceramic sculptures based
derscoring human
computers to create on the plant life of her home in
and animal illustradigital images. Pro- ~ subtropical Florida. Professor of
tions with a sense of
fessor
James Architecture Joseph L. Young
near-extinction
Stockholm entered a submitted pencil and pen and ink
documentation. Protable and another drawings of several buildings and
fessor of Art Tom
sculpture to express structures in Europe.
Dimond has done
Upon entering the exhibition,
his themes on light.
abstract
acrylic
Professor pf Art pick up an exhibition guide where
paintings using what
Mike Vatalaro 'has the artists give brief descriptions.
he says are "shapes,
studied the vessel Included are titles and lists of
colors, and textures
using clay, throwing materials used for each piece of
that relate to emoit to create forms that work. Also, for the inexperienced
tional experiences."
"embody the idea of art viewer, it shows themes porProfessor of Art
Liese Snode/head photographer
Mark Hudson has "Camouflage collecting and trav- trayed through art and how the
eling information," artists do what they do.
submitted two huge
Suit - Number Vatalaro said. ProThe exhibit runs every weekoil paintings. His
work is described by
One" by John fessor of Art Sam day through Feb. 12, from 8 a.m.
Wang has used the> to 4:30 p.m., and on Sundays
himself as being "the Acorn
computer to make,, from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
unraveling of my

Cltmson, you 've Qot Qrcat Pastel
• Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
• Gourmet Lunch Daily
• Every Sunday Noon until 8 pm
•Dinner 5 pm nightly

'Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
'Absolutely The BEST Salads in the Upstate!
•Romantic Italian Atmosphere
•Excellent California & Italian Wine List
uViv'JaSl

PfiSTfi HOGS
Lunch • Sundays • Happy Hours

JJ |J£

4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa ^231 -8811

Trixi Dominitrix sez,

"SUBMIT!"
%*?
Clemson University's premier literary arts
magazine, is looking for talented men and
women to whip it in to shape!
•Be a staff member.
Elections held Feb.
•Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Art Editor

ALL POSITIONS OPEN.
9 at 7 pm.
Ad Sales Director
Promotions Director
Business Director

Regular meetings,
Thursdays 7-9 pm at the
Chronicle offices.
656-2833
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Little Women
The Jungle Book

Clemson's guide to playhouses, nightlife?

Rated PG

Rated PG

Wed, Feb. I

WALT DISNEY PICTURES

by Brian Davis
staff critic
by Shane Roach
staff critic
Nearly thirty years after striking gold with the animated musical The Jungle Book, Walt Disney
Pictures has released a live-action adventure film based on
Rudyard Kipling's classic novel.
While the animated feature dealt
with Mowgli's childhood exploits with his animal pals, this
film concerns the human relationships later in Mowgli's life.
The orphan Mowgli is taken
in by Col. Brydon (Sam Neill) of
the British Colonial Army. He
disappears during the confusion
of a nighttime animal attack and
is feared dead. Alone in the jungle,
he is raised (instead of eaten) by
wolves, a black panther named
Bagheera, and Baloo the bear.
When he grows up, Mowgli
(Jason Scott Lee) meets his best
friend from childhood, Brydon's
daughter, Katherine (Lena
Headey). She and Dr. Plumford
(John Cleese) set about re-teaching Mowgli to speak, read and
generally act human. The fly in
the ointment here is Katherine's
suitor, Capt. William Poole,
played to nasty perfection by Cary
Elwes.
Poole constantly refers to
Mowgli as a "bloody savage,"
making him out to be a fool in
hopes of wooing Katherine away
from the jungle-boy, driving him
back into the wilderness. He ultimately uses Katherine, Mowgli,
and Col. Brydon as pawns in a
treasonous plot to take the vast
treasure hidden at King Louie's
"monkey city."
If this version of The Jungle
Book has one glaring flaw, it is
the fact that, just like the animated picture, the plot tends to
meander. With no musical numbers to fall back on, it is left to the
actors to pull this one along. The
chemistry between Lee and
Headey heightens the emotion of
the relationship between Mowgli
and Katherine.
The part of Plumford seems
tailor-made for Cleese, allowing
him to utilize the comic timing
and perfectly sarcastic voice that
made him the most stealthily hilarious member of Monty Python. Elwes takes his character,
Wesley, from The Princess Bride
and turns him upside down and
inside out. He has the same quiet
confidence and razor wit, but here
he is vicious, manipulative,
greedy and self-absorbed.
The occasional lack of direction in the plot is largely compensated for by lush visuals (shot
on location in India and Fripp
Island, S.C.) and the climactic
fight in King Louie's palace.
The Jungle Book is a decent,
fun movie that demonstrates the
'VUlUes ol inherent
character and civilized upbringing.

Little Women, based on the
novel by Louisa May Alcott, is
the story of how the women of
the March family survive and
thrive during the troubled times
of the Civil War. Growing up
in Concord, Massachusetts, the
March sisters, Meg, Jo, Beth
and Amy, must learn what it
takes to live without men in a
society dominated by men.
Raised by their intelligent,
open-minded, liberal mother
Marmee, the girls are challenged to act like ladies yet
take on the responsibilities of
men.
As part of their self-education the girls write their own
private newspaper and act out
Shakespeare's plays in costume. During their childhood,
imaginations run wild and creativity is limitless.
This drama is sure to be
loved by women, especially
those who have read the book.
Even the men may want to stay
awake just to see what women
really do when the men are
away. The moviebrings up several themes from an earlier era
that can be related to the current times, such as the origins
of the Women's Liberation
movement, the duplicity of being a woman, the importance
of love and the strength of family ties. One negative aspect is
that the lack of action may leave
some viewers out in the cold.
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• SE Bull Riding
Championship
T.

• Phydeaux
BACKSTREETS

• Bad Creek
CLUB

BUILDING, SENECA

EDGAR'S

• Harambe
• Centerline
McP's

• Blue Tattoo
JUST MORE BARBEQUE,

One
14" Large
One
Topping

$©85

REVCO, LAIMG

GOT A SUBMISSION FOR THE
COMMUNITY CALENDAR?
CALL 656-0986 OR E-MAIL
TIMEOUT@HUBCAP.CLEMSON.EDU.

Clemson
*j£j22s£ 501 College Ave.

653-PAPA
(7272)
Papa Johns was voted the BEST PIZZA
OF THE UPSTATE. Try us and see why I
.

""'.
One order bteadsbeks tor 99<

WTJe

I Topping
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order of
cheese sticks for 99c.

Not
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van with
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Not valid
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for lunch!
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One 14" Largo
"Works,"
JGaraen Special
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All The Meats
Free Pepperocinia
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Sauce
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(SPECIAL
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j
*
■
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2
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• The Secret
Garden
ANDERSON

Free Pepperodnts
* Special Garlic
Sauce

Not valid wtth any ottw coupon. Open lor luncrt

CLUB

ELECTRIC CITY PLAYHOUSE,

Free Pepperoclnla
4 Special Garlic
Sauce
expires 5/1/95

Free Pepperocinia
& Special Garfc
Sauce

•Chole
Screer
Couns

• Suzy Blackwell
and Zero

PEACE CENTER, G'VILLE

Free Pepparoctnfr
& Special Garttc
Sauce

MMM Teeftig* «1J» —
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(OPENING NIGHT)

$095 kj-s^ll

expire* 5/1/95

m

Plus Free
Two
fwo Liter Coke
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^^nnjr
PflPAJQHrCS
m-,n.s&iu/
expire* £28/95

I! Not valid with any other coupon. Opan for lunch.

When S\
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F
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•Jean-Pierre
Rampal, flutist

r

Md

PEACE CSNT

PENDLETON

Otherwise, the movie was surprisingly interesting from a male
point of view. The movie included
great acting, scenery, a well-written script, and was therefore satisfying overall.

•Road

•Feidl

PEACE CENTER, G'VILLE

Esso

TD's

TIGER T<5W

BROOKS

BLUE RIDGE ARTS COUNCIL

• Sunbrain

Two1<r»maH
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X
after Opm
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• Pat Metheny
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Roberts
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THE HANDLEBAR, G'VILLE
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INSTITUTE

• The Roots
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Nine Fifty

Esso <

• The Hipp Family
and the Liberty
Corp. exhibit

Sun. «f<if\. 29
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"7."
Nifty
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*

STROM THURMOND

[FizzSi

Late Night

BACKSI

REVCO, LANGSTON PLACE

THE HANDLEBAR, G'VILLE

ED GARRISON ARENA
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Free Pepperocinls
& Special Garlic
Sauce
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Tonight at Edgar's
K

by Tara Wenner
staff writer

¥&

The band Sunbrain will take
the stage at Edgar's tonight around
9 p.m.. They will perform highenergy songs that display a mix
of rock'n'roll, folk and a bit of
punk influence that will surely be
crowd-pleasing.
Sunbrain
formed four years ago in
Clemson, and have already performed all along the East Coast
from New York to Tampa. They
have also toured extensively in
the southeast.
Sunbrain consists of two
Clemson graduatess and two
currently enrolled Clemson students. The group has already released three CDs, the most current being their Live CD, which
was recently recorded when the
group went to a birthday party
held in a recording studio. This
CD contains eight tracks which
produce an electrifying high-energy sound that is sure to become

upstafce events, live music and fine arts,,.
K3

Roping Qualifier
T.

ul«m

ED GARRISON ARENA

• Canadian Brass

REETS

• History
Professor
( Catherine Clinton

PEACE CENTER, G'VILLE

INSTITUTE

Sun, Feb. 5
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•Battle of the Big
Bands

• Chamber
Orchestra
BROOKS CENTER

>TC7N PLACE
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CLUB

Wed, Feb. 8

MCALISTER AUDITORIUM,

• Starr D
Charolais Sale
T.

ED GARRISON ARENA

• Minor Earth

• State of Disorder

STRANGE DAZE

TIGER TOWN TAVERN

• Blue Tattoo
HENIS, G'VILLE
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• Todd Snider's
Band
TILLMAN AUDITORIUM

• Bull andHeifer
Sale
ED GARRISON ARENA
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continued from IB

• Curator's View
Gallery Talk
G'VILLE COUNTY MUSEUM
OF ART

BACKSTREETS

Sunbrain's new Live
EP.

Beaz flies in town

Fri, Feb. 10

•White Buffalo

T.

• Irving Berlin-A
Century Of Song

BROOKS CENTER

• Tony Bennett
PEACE CENTER, G'VILLE

sterol
ing/
eling

Esso

Tue, Feb. 7

;R,<G'VILLE

lb. 4

•Jamie Ridenhour
• Empire Brass

allets

G'VILLE ZOO

FURMAN UNIVERSITY

PEACE CENTER, G'VILLE

CENTER

• Inns for wrens

STROM THURMOND

eShot
lUB

5\t,Feb. 11

a success. Sunbrain's previous
CDs have included Perfection
Lies, their first CD off of Grass's
label, followed by Good Side and
now Live. Sunbrain's drummer
and Clemson student Steve
Glickman, said that their music
is "high energy and the lyrics are
all very honest. Dave Dondero,
who writes the lyrics, puts a lot of
time into them."
Be sure to catch Sunbrain tonight at Edgar's and experience
the intensitv.

• Ignat
Solzhenitsyn,
pianist
PEACE CENTER, G'VILE

»

Golden Woods Apartment Complex
"The Place to Live in Clemson"

Up" on The Nashville Network.
Many stand-up comics seem
to cover the same material as
others, with jokes that don't so
much find humor in as poke fun
at various subjects and situations.
Killer Beaz's comedy is more
honest, occasionally self-deprecating, and often just plain goofy.
His topics include starting a
kitchen fire (he took too literally
the instructions to "cover the
bottom of the pan" with oil) and
his anti-exercise stance ("How
do those shoes feel when you run

in them? Surprised as hell!").
Since his wife recently gave
birth to Tructl S. Beasley, III,
fatherhood has added a new dimension both to Beaz's life and
his comedy. Having a son has
also put a stronger focus on
Beaz's goal of hilling it big
enough nationally that he can cut
back on touring.
Killer Bcaz consistently kills
his audiences, so join the crowd
tonight in Tillman Auditorium at
8 p.m. Tickets can be bought
locally at the University Union
Box Office and Duffy's Western
Shop in Seneca.

A JlOS£

■ Flowers

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU!

■ Cakes

REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR A
COMPLIMENTARY ROSE WITH
ANY $10.00 PURCHASE AT:

' Baskets

Eleanor s Flowers and Balloons

G LD£N. VVO D
♦ One Bedroom - one bath, kitchen with refrigerator, stove, dishwasher,
washer/dryer connections, living room, big bedroom, carpet, central heat
and air, 572 & 672 Sq. Ft. ***Water, Sewer, & Power Included***
$400.00/Mo. + Deposit (Only One Left)
♦ Two Bedroom - Extra nice energy efficient units with two baths, eat-in
kitchen with refrigerator, stove, and dishwasher, living room with ceiling
fan, carpet, central heat and air, washer /dryer connections, 864 Sq Ft.
$450/Mo.+ Deposit if sign lease until August. (Only Four Left)
♦ Two Bedroom Townhouse - Full bath and half bath, kitchen with
refrigerator, stove, Disposal, dishwasher, washer/dryer connections, big
bar, dining room with casablanca fan, deck with privacy walls, living
room, carpet, central heat & air, two hour firewalls between each unit,
1064 Sq. Ft. $475.00/Mo.+ Deposit if sign lease until August.
♦ Two Bedroom Townhouse - One and one half baths, living room, dining
room with patio, kitchen with refrigerator, stove, dishwasher,
washer/dryer connections, carpet, central heat & air, two hour firewalls
between each unit, 1200 Sq Ft. $500.00/Mo.+ Deposit if sign lease until
August. (Only two left)
" Summer/Fall Rentals: OneTTWo, and three bedrooms available."

CALL

654-4339

Gifts
Sorority items

Balloons

available also!

f 2 locations to serve you)
1019 ISO Tiwr Blvd.
920 Hwy 123 liy-pjss
fLalwview Plaza)
Seneca. SC 29678
Clemson. SC 29631
882-3350
6ivi S026

A+RENTS

■RENT
■BUY

TO-OWN

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

LIVING ROOM
SOFAS
LOVESEATS
CHAIRS
TABLES
LAMPS
RECLINERS

BEDROOM
BEDS: TWIN, FULL,
QUEEN
DRESSERS
MIRRORS CHESTS
NITESTANDS

APPLIANCES
WASHERS
DRYERS
MICROWAVES
SM. FRIDGES

ELECTRONICS
TVs-VCRs
STEREOS
CAMCORDERS
PHONES
ALSO
ENTERTAINMENT CTRS
BOOKCASES

DINETTES
DESKS

646-5705
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Shawn Mullins
Big Blue Sky
SULLIVAN MUSIC GROUP

***

by Amy Hinsley
staff critic
Hot Spot: "Pandora"
Low Blow: "Hawksong"
Bottom Line: Big Blue Sky
had contemporary music USA
written all over it.
Shawn Mullins has dabbled in
everything from hard-core punk
to solo acoustic. His musical influences are Joni Mitchell and
Black Flag. In Big Blue Sky, his
third full-length album, one can
easily hear the Joni Mitchel influence in Shawn's soft and heartfelt vocals, but the Black Flag
influence is a bit harder to detect.
The last thing you will find on
this album is a lot of screaming or
hard-core guitar. In fact, critics
have compared Shawn's soulful
acoustic music to such artists as
Elton John and Matthew Sweet.
He has opened for Joan Baez, the
Indigo Girls, Sun 60 and Cracker.

!»■■■■■■■
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Fifty Lashes begins its album
Reznor doing the digital editing
with
the bleak ballad, "This
and programming for both
groups, their sound and lyrics World." In it, roaring lead guitarist Bobby Lucero and bassist Eric
are similar.
Hansen
are joined with an equally
The music on the album is
powerful
performance by drumvery good. The lyrics are an
outpouring of cynicism and re- mer Mike Taylor. However, as
veal the breakdown of the soon as lead vocalist" Bradley
American family.'"My Mon- Wood lets loose his wayward
key," which asks why a child wails, this track immediately
would kill his parents and sis- Joses something very valuable.
ters and then goes into' a song While Wood's voice is far from
about a pet monkey, has vocals being weak, it is somewhat dull
But, where does Black Flag's
done in part by six-year-old and uninspiring. The lyrics for
influence come in? Shawn's lyrRobert Pierce. "Get Your Gunn" this song are suicidal at first, turnics are like stream-ofing twisted, and arousing images
conciousness writing. Some are is an answer to pro-lifers who of a possessed murderer now
use weapons.
contemplative, as in "The Sky's
The lyrics, though not always spending time on death row:
the Limit," where he sings, "The
Although "Trashophobia" has
varied,
go well with thejnusic,
sky's the limit for the bird on the
similarly
potent music, it has terNot one of the songs has~pOtenwing/Every minute now the view
rible
lyrics.
Wood sings that the
tial as a single because the lanis changing its life on earth with
trash
downstairs
will kill him:
guage would not appeal to the
the ground as an optional thing."
"The trash just seems to multimasses.
For
those
who
would
One of the best songs on the
like to hear a band like Nine ply/If I take it, I know I'll die."
album, "Pandora," has lyrics
These words are so colorless that
straight from the mind of a Black Inch Nails but with more twisted
lyrics, give Marilyn Manson an they ruin the entire song. In
Flag fan: "We opened Pandora's
"B,aby," Wood attempts to actuear. You won't be disappointed.
box just to see what we could
ally "sing instead df simply
find."
screaming, but his voice is flat
and unimpressive.
"Real Bad Days," while sporting simple and uncomplicated
lyrics, is the best track of the
album. Fifty Lashes scrupulously
combines authoritative guitars
and drums with impelling vocals. "Frustration" is frustrating
indeed because the drums outpower the guitars.
"Insane Bus Driver," which
lasts little more than 25 seconds,
Fifty Lashes
sounds as if it were being fastforwarded. Reading the lyrics on
Harder
Marilyn Manson
the album cover (it is impossible
DOCTOR DREAM RECORDS
to decipher the words by listenPortrait of an American
ing to the song), one sees that
Family
they are by no means compliNOTHING/INTERSCOPE
cated or even thought-provoking. Wood simply shouts phrases
by David Baker
like, "I can't stand it/I don't want
asst. Time-Out editor
to stop any more," over and over
again.
by Christopher Nixon
On "De-evolutionized," Fifty
Hot spot: "Real Bad Days
Lashes
makes a serious attempt
Low blows:
"Baby,
staff critic
at
creating
good music. Unfortu"D.D.A.," and "Therapy"
nately, like the rest of Harder, it
Bottom
line:
Harder
isn
HotSpot: "GetYourGunn"
comes up short.
Low Blow: "Prelude (The hard enough.
Family Trip)"
Bottom Line: Trent Reznor
is the executive producer.
If you played a Nine Inch Nails
45 at 33 1/3 speed, you would get
Marilyn Manson. With Trent

MIMlMlllPf
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The London
Philharmonic
(directed by Wolfgang Sawallisch)

Brahms Klavierkonzert
Nr.2
EMI RECORDS
#*##

by Erik Alan Pohl
staff critic
Hot Spot: "Movement III:
Andante"
Bottom line: Precise and intricate piano music and song.
Brahms' "Piano Concerto!
No.2 in B flat" (Op. 83) receives
noble treatment with this recent I
EMI Classics release. The London Philharmonic, with Stephen
Kovacevich on piano, performs
it skillfully under the baton of
Wolfgang Sawallisch, who seems
to interpret it as the colossal and
colorful concerto that it is.
This piece avoids the bathos 3
of other pieces of the period. I
Some believe that this firmly es-«
tablishes Brahms as the first mu-l
sical impressionist. While this]
title might be misleading in that]
it would take away from Brahms'^
emotional music, it balances emotion with transient orchestral coloring. This performance balances
what might have been out-andout bravura on the piano pa
with the subtle and intricate polyphony of a piano, which "is
frequently treated as a member

continued on next page.

& CLEMSON BEACH
"Keep that toasty summer glow
through the frosty winter days!
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COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
OUR LISTENERS' TOP MUSIC CHOICES
FOR THIS WEEK:
1. green day/ Dookie
2. cranberries/ No need to Argue
3. eagles/ Hell Freezes Over
4. dinosaur jr./ Without a Sound
5. torn petty/ Wildllowers
6. nirvana/ Unplugged in New York
7. pulp fiction/ Soundtrack
8. live/ Throwing Copper
9. deep south 2/ Local Comp.
10. rem/ Monster

«

i

INDOOR TANNING
New Wolff System Tanning Beds

FULL SELECTION OF NEW CDs & TAPES
OVER 3000 USED CDs!!!

Ilili©

any used CD priced over $5
(ttito coupon good thr u a/3/»9)

•OPENMonday-Friday 10 to 8
Saturday 10 to 6 Sunday 1:30 to 6
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(on college ave. across from clemson post office)

kx

654-4041
■■

IIII1I1U

Radio/Tape Players
Tanning Supplies/Tee Shirts

Gift Certificates
Available!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
WALK-IN OR APPOINTMENTS
405-210 COLLEGE AVE.
653-6313

life

TIMjJg
of the orchestra itL
Kovacevich does a brilliant
■■job conquering the challenge of
his part. The concerto is accompanied by five-songs (Op. 105)
sung by Anne Murray. These selections represent a different section of Brahms' work by alluding
to their melodies, although you
^certainly don't have to be familiar with his other works to enjoy
these.
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Mother May I
Use Your Appetite For
Spaghetti

4

HARMONY RECORDS

I
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by Allison Edwards
;|V(
staff critic
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Hot spot: "Bittersweet"
I! • Low blow: "Sitting Pretty"

Bottom line: Stagnating
The title Use Your Appetite
For Spaghetti gives you hope
for something powerfully hard,
but what is a title anyway?
Right? ■
Mother May I has a definite
unrefined, new-band sound.
The band's strong point is their
catchy lyrics about having nothing to do and wanting/needing/
being in love. Their instrumental credibility is nothing out of
the ordinary. Many of their
songs lack diversity.
"Sitting Pretty" is probably
the only song that does not seem
to fit this band's style. This
acoustic song sounds as if
Mother May I is trying extremely hard to be the male
version of the Indigo Girls, singing about a 40-year-old woman
waiting patiently for a better
life. Although it has a great
mellow drive behind it, the song
goes absolutely nowhere.
"Bittersweet" is possibly
their best song. You might listen to something like this as
background music in a very
noisy bar.
The City Paper calls, this
band, "A crunch-o-matic,
heavy-power-rock-pop trio."
Rock and pop? Yes. Crunch-omatic, heavy-power? No.

. Overall, Mother May I seems
too young yet. They need to spend
more time practicing in thcjr garage. They are okay if you are not
anticipating a professional kind
of pizzazz. You would probably
not play it for musical-stimulation, but Mother Ma Ts lyrics
might be something to think
about.

Various Artists
Music from the Motion
Picture Love 2k A .45
IMMORTAL/EPIC

$&$&

by Brian Davis
staff critic
Hot spot: "Ghost Highway"
Low blow: "Unter Dem

RING
BiBM
BREAK

JIB a

iv of at

gia")'"Black 14" by
April's Motel Room is a hen\ xr,
less up-beat song about "belie >'ing" and being "brain dead."
The Butthole Surfers' "Who
■Was In My Room Last Night?"
is a hard, fast, driving guitar
song about being afraid in the
dark. Johnny Cash and Roger
Miller are included to sing a
couple of oldies-but-goodies
that slick out like sore thumbs
on the CD.
Overall, it is a great CD. It
will be interesting to see the
movie to sec how all these songs
are melded into one movie
soundtrack with visual cues;

Money, music, pictures;
tickets and free stuff, all
for writing for The Tiger,.
If you have the time to
spare, we'll help you
hone your talents as a
writer and give you little,
kickbacks all along the
way. Call 656-2150 for
more info.

Design Studio

t il

J ienif-

Doppeladler"
Bottom line: A very good
compilation with a wide variety of musical styles.
As with .any .' movie
soundtrack, Love & A .45 pro- ■
vides the listener with several
different kinds of music ranging
from metal to alternative, from
country to instrumental, from
old to new.
Several tracks on the CD really stand out. In fact, most of
these songs could stand alone.
"Animal," by the Meat Puppets,
in addition to being a good song,,
begins with.'a really scary animal roar. .If played loudly
enough, the roar could be great;
for scaring girlfriends and irritating neighbors.
.With her lonely, dreamy
voice Mazzy Star sounds hauntingly beautiful in one of her
older songs, "Ghost Highway."
In contrast, "Love Hurts." by
Kjm Deal and Bob Pollard, is a
sorry version of the original
Nazareth song. It is tremendously depressing and sounds
as if Kim and Bob broke down
and started sobbing.
The Reverend Hprton Heat is
here with "ThcDcvil's Chasing
Me," an up-beat Doors-style
song (reminiscent of the classic
"The Devil Came Down to Geor-

1
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FreshLook
DISPOSABLE COLOR & CLEAR CONTACTS

DRS. BELL, JENKINS AND NIMMONS

• PER PERSON DEPENDING ON DESTINATION / BREAK DA1ES / LENGTH OF STAY

'

OPTOMETRISTS

1-800-SIJNCIIASIE
TOLL rPEE iNroEKMl IOW & PKSKRVATIONS

In four natural colors to transform even the darkest
eyes. And in clear. So now you can change the
color of your eyes whenever you want. Or go back
to clear when you don't. For vision correction or just
for fur, it's a little chage that doesn't cost a lot.

THE VISION CENTERS OF

FTTIfM:r.W;U-|:HHl
*#s

DuraSoft Introduces FreshLook Disposable
Color & Clear Contact Lenses.

A Division of Carolina Multispecialty Associates, PA.

Dr. Harold B. Bell
Dr. William P. Jenkins
Dr. William T. Nimmons

Clemson Vision Center
370 College Ave.

654-7980
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Can you match the artists in Billboard's Top 20 to their current albums?
(Any The's" and First names taken out)

2.
5.
8.
11.
14.
15.
18.
19.

Across
Big Ones
MTV Unplugged in New York
Monster
Vitalogy
Duets II
(Disney's latest) Soundtrack
Hell Freezes Over
Wildflowers

1.
3.
4.
6.
7.
9.
10.
12.
13.
16.
17.
20.

Down
No Need to Argue
Greatest Hits
Dookie
II
Smash
Bedtime stories
Live at the BBC
My Life
Cross Road
Miracles: The Holiday Album
Merry Christmas
CrazySexyCool

topr tlm©mii®hubC'ip«eimien,©du for answers
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INSIDE SPORTS
• Superbowl extra,
see page 12A
• ACC roundup, see
page 16A
• Out-of-uniform, see
page 13A
•Swim teams'knock off
Pack, see page 12A . •

A CLOSER LOOK
The Lady Tigers'
Tara Saunooke is
the ACCs career
leader for 3-point
field goals made.

Adair named soccer coach
Former Brown University coach named to replace Ibrahim
by Ethan H. Bellamy
staff writer
Trevor Adair was named the new Head
Men's Soccer Coach at Clemson University
on Wednesday, Jan. 25.
"What really brought me here is that
Clemson's vision and my vision are the same.
They want a program the community can be
proud of," said Adair. "Clemson University
wants to be able to compete for an ACC and
an NCAA Championship."
Originally from Belfast, Northern Ireland,
Adair is no stranger to South Carolina. He
was the assistant coach at USC for nine years
before moving to Brown where he compiled
a record of 34-24-5.

Adair led his 1994 team to a 13-4-1 record
and to the NCAA Tournament, where they
upset top-seeded Boston University before
losing to Rutgers 3-2 in the quarterfinals.
"I've had to pinch myself and ask Ts this
really happening?'," said Adair in his first
moments officially representing Clemson.
"I'm honored to be the second head coach
here. This is a tremendous opportunity for my
career... an opportunity to coach at a great
school and in a great conference."
According to Brown University Athletic
Director Dave Roach, Adair is, "all you think
he is and more. You not only get a great coach
but a great man."
Adair will replace Dr. I.M. Ibrahim, who

see TEAM, page 18A

Lrik Martin/senior staff photographer

Dwight Rainey announced Trevor Adair as Clemson
University's soccer coach Wednesday afternoon.

Terps tackle Tigers
by Mike Serijan
staff writer
The only block of the night
gave No. 8 Maryland a hardfought56-51 win in frontof 8,500
vocal Clemson fans at Littlejohn
Coliseum. Last season's ACC
Rookie-of-the-Year, Joe Smith,
rejected Rayfield Ragland's potential tying three-pointer with
seven seconds to go in the game
to preserve the victory.
The Tigers slowed down the
pace of the game, as needed, using 30 to 35 seconds on each
offensive possession while holding the Terrapins to a season low
56 points. Smith was a perfect 88 from the field to finish with 17
points and six rebounds. Merl
Code led the Tigers with 12.
Maryland jumped out to a
quick 6-2 lead in the opening two
minutes. Ragland's follow up
slam off a Code miss brought the
crowd out of their seats and tied
the game at six. The two teams
traded baskets until the 9:27 mark
of the first half. With Maryland
holding a 16-13 lead, Clemson
began to take advantage of Smith
on the bench. An 18-footer by
Ragland and two Iker Iturbe free
throws gave the Tigers their only
Erik Martin/senior staff photographer
lead of the game at 17-16. FolRayfield Ragland and the Tigers continued
lowing an official time out, the
Terps went on an 11-2 run to their gritty streak Wednesday, but their losing
finish the first half.
streak managed to follow as well.
The second half saw both
teams again trading hoops. A ing scorer this season at 12.0 gap to three with just over three
turning point early in the half ppg, hit a jumper in the lane tocut minutes left.
Again, the two teams traded
seemed to be Code's foul on a - the Maryland lead to six and force
hoops
until Code's second three
three-pointattemptbySimpkins. a Terrapin time-out.
Smipkins made all three free
Johnny Rhodes scored on a will) 1:04 left. The score! was
throws to push the Maryland lead layup right off the time out to then just 53-51 Maryland. One
to 11. That was the same lead increase the lead to 10, but back- free throw by Fxrce Hipp and
Maryland had until Clemson put to-back Code buckets brought two misses by Booth set up the
logethertheirbig run that brought Clemson to within four. Mary- dramatic ending.
The Tigers brought the ball up
the game to the wire.
land sophomore Keith Booth hit
court
with 18 seconds left and
athreconlytohavcBucknercome
Hurbe started the comeback
w
'th a layup underneath and was down the othcrend and hit one of finally worked (lie ball around to
l()|
lowcd by Bill Hardcr's three- his own. The crowd started to
see MARYLAND, page
pointer from the right of the key. feel an upset as Code hils his first
17A
Gf
eg Buckncr, the Tigers' lead- 3-pointcr of the game to close the

Capers, Panthers
target defense
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
Dom Capers brought his defensive expertise to the Carolina
Panthers on Monday, but lie said
stopping opponents won't be his
only target as he becomes the
NFL expansion team's first
coach.
"It's like going into a game,'
Capers (old a news conference
formally introducing him as the
head coach. "You do extensive
planning, you do your homework,
and then you have to react.
"I believe that a head coach
has to have knowledge and control of all phases of the game. I
assure you that I will know as
much about what' s going on with
the offense and the kicking game
as I will with the defense."
Capers, the defensive coordinator for the Pittsburgh Steelers,
will have a relatively long time to
get his hands on all facets of the
team. The Panthers begin play
next September in Clemson, S.C.
in the NFC West. He received a
five-year contract. Financial
terms of the deal were not disclosed.
"I think it indicates the type of
commitment," he said about the
length of the contract.
"When you start talking about
free agency and putting together
a top quality coaching staff... it's
important that you have a contract that gives you the ability to
put together the kind of people
you would like ...."

Getting back to his roots, however, Capers said he wains an
attacking defense, one based on
his reliance on the 3-4 scheme.
He wants his offense to be balanced as well.
"I think that it's important that
you can both run and throwthe
football." he said. "If you're onedimensional, 1 think it becomes
much easier for a team to defend

you."
Then, Capers combined the
notion of perfect execution on
both offense and defense.
"The greatest correlation between winning and losing football games is the takeaway-giveaway statistic." he said.
"If you can gel your offense
not turning the ball over and you
can get your defense (forcing
turnovers), then 1 think your
chances of winning increase tremendously."
The 44-year-old Capers became the center of attention for
the Panthers after former Washington Redskins coach Joe Gibbs
turned down Charlotte's overtures.
As assistants from other NFL
teams began departing for other
jobs, the Panthers went to the
Steelers for permission to talk to

Capers.
Although the Steelers granted
permission, the league fined both
teams for allowing those talks to
occur in the midst of the season.

see PANTHERS, 18A

This Week in Clemson
• Men's and women's swimming Jan. 28,11 a.m.
• Wrestling versus North Carolina
Jan. 29, 2 p.m.

Team of
believers
Anyone could have predicted that
the Tigers would lose six consecutive
ACC games, but few expected the
games to be as close as they have been.
As Maryland narrowly escaped a
furious Tiger comeback on Wednesday, Gary Williams became all too
aware of how well this
young Clemson team can
play-

by Jon Cooper
asst. sports editor
"That game could have been a loss
very easily," said Williams. "You've
got to play defense for 30 seconds each
time down the floor. You don't have to
do that against most teams in the
league."
Barnes has been extremely pleased
with his team's effort thus far in the
season, but he is still disappointed with
the outcomes of the games. "We're in
this for moral victories," commented
Barnes. "We're in this to win basketball games."
Sound familiar? Head football coach
Tommy West uttered nearly the same
words as his team, also young and
rebuilding, played their conference
games close but were unable to manage victories.
Still, neither Barnes nor the players
are satisfied. They have proven that
they can push conference opponents to
their limit, but with the only conference win coming against a Duke team
that is not as strong as in the past, the
team seeks to push themselves to the
next level.
So, Barnes has his work cut out for
him - to motivate his team and coach
his players in a style of play that minimizes the team's weaknesses and exploits their strengths.
According to Williams, Barnes has
done an excellent job. "Rick is a great
motivator... Clemson was motivated
to play," he said. "They really came
after us all night."
With a game plan emphasizing 40
minutes of intense defense and mistake-free offense, Barnes has made an
under-sized, over-achieving team truly
believe that they are ready to compete
in the power-packed ACC.
"My goal is to win every game we
play," guard Bill Harder said. "We've
got a good team, and we can beat
anybody."
Not only has Barnes got his team
believing in themselves, he has made
the rest of the conference see the Tigers as a threat.
North Carolina head coach, Dean
Smith, said he was "surprised" to come
away with a win in Littlejohn. Also,
Williams seemed relieved after the
game and admitted that Clemson is not
a team that can be taken for granted.
The Tigers, who many predicted to
be the worst team in conference history, have come a long way in a very
short period of time. And they have
done this in spite of losing all-conference players Sharone Wright to the
NBA and Devin Gray to academic
ineligibility.
Even more impressive is the fact
that the Tigers have played so well in a
conference that, with seven of its nine
members cracking the Top-25 at some
time this season, is undoubtedly the
strongest in the nation.
So how does Barnes feel about the
team's streak of conference losses?
"We're in the ACC, and you've got
to get used to it," he states. "That's life
in the ACC."
The team is maturing rapidly, however, and Barnes doesn't expect the
losing to continue for long.
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Swim teams drown Wolfpack
by Andrea Patterson and
Meredith Thomas
staff writers
The Clemson men's and women's
swimming teams defeated top-ranked N.C.
State this past Saturday. This boosted both
the men's and women's records to 4-6
overall and 1-4 in the ACC. It also gave
the Wolfpack men's team their first loss of
the season.
"The hard work over Christmas tra< ling seems to be paying off," said coach
Bruce Marchionda.
The Tigers had three swimmers to get
first in two separate events. Sophomore
Marta Wlodkowska won the 200m butterfly with a time of 2:09.58 and the 400m
individual medley with a time of 4:31.88.
Junior Bryan Parker took first place in
the 500m and the 1000m freestyle with
timesof 4:37.28 and9:32.22, respectively.
Jorge Anaya, also a junior, won the
200m freestyle with a time of 1:40.98 and
the 200m butterfly with a time of 1:51.61.
Other Tiger victories included Amy
Goetz, Tiffany Jones, Lara Yaroszewski
and Wlodkowska in the 400m medley
relay; and Landon Harris, Aron, Greg
Monn and Anaya in the men's 400m medley relay.
Sarah Borowski won the 100m
Freestyle, and Yaroszewski won the 200m
freestyle. Jennifer Mancini took first in
the 50m Freestyle, and Brandon Walts
took first in the men's 50m freestyle.
T.J. Fry won the men's 400m individual medley, and Kathleen Wilcox won
the 100m freestyle.
Jones also took first in the 200m backstroke. Mary Dahms captured first in the
500m freestyle, and Goetz won the 200m

breaststroke. Harris won the'men's.200m .won 124 to 117.
"I'm very, very pleased with both the
breaststroke, 'while Majncini and
Daugherty Greif won,the women's 400m men's and women's performances at this
point of season," Marchionda said.
"Our goal for the entire year is to finish
in the top three at the ACC Tournament.
Our ability to knock off NCSU is a good
indication'of our ability to do so."
The swim teams next face Georgia
Tech
and South Carolina this Saturday in
freestyle relay.
The final scores of the meet "were Lady the;Clemson's McHugh Natatorium beTigers 146, Lady Wolfpack 93. The men ginning at 11 a.m.

$ Tiger
swimming

l

Erik Martin/senior staff photographer

The Tigers and Lady Tigers, led by three swimmers placing
first in two events, beat the N. C. State Wolfpack. The men
handed the Pack its first defeat of the season.

Superbowl extra...

San Fran heavy favorite
MIAMI (AP) - Fans wondering if the
betting line of 19 points - the longest odds
in Super Bowl history - is enough to balance San Diego with San Francisco should
remember that it wasn't sufficient the last
time they played.
The Chargers, who had opened the
season with six straight wins, were in the
midst of a slump when San Francisco
arrived in town Dec. 11. Banged-up San
Diego was in a win one-lose one treadmill
at the time and turned out to be easy
pickings for the 49ers.
Final score: San Francisco 38, San Diego 15.
The loss - for those counting, it
was by 23 points - was the Chargers' most lopsided setback since
1992.
It had all the trappings of a
49ers blowout. Steve Young threw
for 304 yards and two touchdowns
in a 417-yard attack. Jerry Rice
caught 12 passes and Deion Sanders returned an interception 90
yards for a touchdown. San Francisco led 21-0 before the Chargers got on the scoreboard with a
50-yard field goal by John Carney
at the end of the first half.
Sound familiar?
Does the first win give San Francisco
an edge the second time around?
"I don't know if that benefits us at all,"
said tight end Brent Jones, who scored the
first TD in that game on a 10-yard pass
from Young. "And I don't know if it was
that easy. We felt like they were one of the
top teams we played all year. I think it's
going to give them some inspiration."
There is one other thing about this
rematch. After getting beat up by San
Francisco the first time they played, the
Chargers were 9-5 and in some trouble

Jt'i

with twestfaight losses for the first time
all season and five losses in eight games.
They haven't lost since.
POLICE ALERT: The San Francisco
49ers are taking no chances with players
wandering off into places they shouldn't
be during Super Bowl week.
"We don't have any restrictions," offensive lineman Jess Sapolu said. "But
we've been warned about staying away
from some places. They had a lieutenant
from the Miami Police Department talk to
the team at our meeting."
PRACTICE TIME: The 49ers practiced for 90 minutes at the University of

Miami on Monday, working on scoring
from inside the 20 yard line. The defense
also worked on stopping the Chargers
inside the 20.
The 49ers are off Tuesday and resume
workouts on Wednesday.
Also, defensive end Richard Dent took
five snaps with the first-team defense and
was cleared medically to play. He's been
out since the second game of the season
with torn ligaments in his right knee.
Right guard Derrick Deese (ankle)
didn't practice but is expected back on
Wednesday.
Special teams player Dedrick Dodge

as^s

(knee infections) remains in San Francisco and is expected to join the team
Thursday.
CHARGERS WORK: Before boarding a flight to Miami, the Chargers practiced in San Diego on Monday.
"Nothing new," coach Bobby Ross said
after a one-hour practice on a damp field.
Defensive tackle Shawn Lee, who
missed the AFC championship game with
a knee injury, did work out.
Defensive tackle Reggie White did not
practice because of gout that developed in
a foot over the weekend. He is on medication, and Ross said he expected the swelling to be down in time for White to
join the team for its practice in
pads Wednesday in Miami.
Ross said the team is ready for
Miami and in good shape. "This
has been four good days for usM
Ross said. "We've been able to
film each practice. We've gotten
in a lot of good conditioning, a lot
of running."
The Chargers are off Tuesday
and resume workouts Wednesday.
BEEN THERE: Ken Norton
won two Super Bowls with the
DallasCowboys then signed as a free agent
with the San Francisco49ers. Guess who's
back in the big game?
Norton brought along a reminder of the
spoils of winning the NFL title. He wore
the ring he earned from last year's Super
Bowl victory over Buffalo.
"I wanted these guys to see what we're
after, what this is all about," Norton said
as the diamonds in his ring sparkled. "I
don't wear it that much. I decided to bring
it out before we came here and wear it on
the plane and let guys get a good look at it.
"Now, it's being put away. 1 think they
got the idea."

^^■HBi
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Jessica Reo: Clemson's Crew rows again
first lady of sports

ish by Karen Marsella in the lightweight division. Second and third
place finshes were taken by
Shelley Heuer and Melora TrotThe Clemson University Row- terrespectjvely in the open weight
ing Association has .begun its division.
Novice competition also
1995 spring season. The commencement-took plac^ this past proved a success for the Tigers as
Saturday at the University o£- Nat- Bradford placed first and
Reno Gooch placed fifth in the
Tennessee at Chattanooga.
The annual Tennessee Indoor men's division. Lisa Reid placed
Rowing Championships, hosted fifth in the women's division.
Placing first in the coxswain
by U.T.C., proved to be an excellent start for the Tigers as they divisions were Matt Hartley for
stroked their way to earning the the men and Alissa Clapper for
most points in the collegiate the women. The Tigers also
placed first in the relay competievents.
The team's success was keyed tion, which consisted of four men
by 11 individuals who qualified and four women.
Another competitor for
for the finals. The varsity men
finalists included John Pascal, Clemson was Bob Bates who
who placed sixth in the light- placed fourth in the open weight
weight division, and Kevin men's division. Bates is a new
Appleget, who placed third in the addition to the Tigers this season. He will assist in coaching
open-weight division.
The varsity women were rep- the team as well as serve as the
resented with a second place fin- team's trainer.

by Brian Carley
staff writer

by Meredith Thomas
staff writer
What is an attractive 24-yearold woman doing in the Sports
Information office? Jessica Reo
is carrying out the duties of
Assistant Sports Information
Director, of course.
The Assistant SID loves every part of her job. Starting in
high school in Toms River, N. J.,
Reo took stats for the school's
football team. The coaches were
impressed with her and wanted
her to continue what she was
doing through college. By writing letters of recommendation
that were given to the Athletic
Director and the SID at Florida
State University, the coaches
helped Reo start what turned
out to be a four-year job volunteering for the sports information office.
Why F.S.U.? "I wanted to be
at a big school," she said. "I
wanted to get
lost in the program."
While
at
F.S.U., Reo
worked on the
research for the
media guides. Her experience
helped her get the job that she
now has.
Not only did she work in the
sports information office, Reo

also worked as sports editor for
the campus newspaper. She volunteered to work in a women's
professional golf tournament office and even worked on a publ ic

relations committee for a tennis
tournament. All of this she did
the second semester of her senior
year.
From F.S.U., Reo went on to
intern for the Atlantic Coast Conference in Greensboro, N.C. For
a year, she lived in Greensboro
working for the ACC. There, she

Information office. They contacted Reo about an interview,
and she got the job.
Working as Assistant SID
for the past six months, Reo has
worked on the basketball media guide and is presently working on the baseball media guide.
Her primary sports are volleyball and men's and women's
track, but again she works on
just about everything. She is
the graphic designer behind the
football, basketball, and baseball mediaguides, but she is the
overall designer and writer of
the volleyball and men's and
women's track media guides.
"It's a good job to have," Reo
said.
So what is the favorite sport
of Clemson's Assistant SID?
"I like them all," she said. "I
mean, I don't think I could be
here if I didn' 1.1 thi nk that there
is nothing like being out on the
football field and seeing everybody run down the hill, but
there's nothing like being
in the basketball coliseum
and seeing everybody cheer
against North
Carolina. It's just all the games,
all the events. I've really enjoyed them all because I don't
think I could do this all the time
if I didn't."

Out-of-uniform
met the people that work in the
sports information office at
Clemson. Just as her internship
was coming to a close, a job
opened up in Clemson's Sports

Only$l, 719. Or about $33- a month.'

'\\\
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Macintosh Performa* 636 w/CD
8MB RAM/250MB bard drive, CD-ROM drive,
14" color display, keyboard, mouse and all
the software you're likely to need.

Only $2,554. Or about $50. a month.'

file photo

The Clemson University Rowing Association,
the "crew club," took first place in the collegiate events this past weekend.

Before you make a single payment, you'll
have read a zillion pages for 4 different
classes, another Super Bowl will have
passed with commercials better
than the game and you'll be making
your quarterly visit to the Laundromat
BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.'
We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh' we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need—time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

Macintosh Performa' 6115 w/CD
8MB RAM/)50MB hard drive, CD-ROM drive
15" color display, keyboard, mouse and all the
software you're likely to need.

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
i
-i , l
power every student needs. The power to be your best:"
/\ppitl

If you have questions, please contact
Clemson Microcomputer Center
in the basement of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714.
'Deferred Apple Computer Loan offer expires February 17, 1995. No payment of interest or principal will be required for 90 days. (Some resellers may require a deposit to bold merchandise while loan is being approved.) Interest
accruing during Ibis 90-day period will be added to principal, and tbe principal amount, as so increased, will thereafter bear interest which will be included m the repayment schedule. 'Monthly payment is an estimate based on the
following information. For the Performa' 636 w/CD system shown here, a purchase price of $1.80495. which includes 5% sales tax: including loan fees, the total loan amount is $1,910.00, which results in a monthly payment
obligation of $33. For the Performa' 6115 w/CD system shown here, a purchase price of$2,681.70, which includes 5% sales tax; including loan fees, the total loan amount is $2,837.78, which results In a monthly payment obligation
of $50. Computer system prices, loan amounts andsales taxes mav vary See your authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representative for current system prices, loan and lax amounts. Loans are for a minimum of $1,000 to a
maximum of $10,000. You may lake out more than one loan, but the total of all loans cannot exceed $10,000 annually. A 55% loan origination fee will be milled lo the requested loan amount The interest rale is variable, based
on the commercial paper rale plus 5-35%. For the month of November. 1994. the interestrale was 10.85% will) an AnnualPercentage Rale-of'12.10%. 8-yearloan term with no prepayment penalty. The monthly payment and the
Annual Percentage Rate shown assume the 90-day deferment of principal and interest described above and no other deferment of principal or interest. Students may defer principal payments up to 4 years, or until graduation
Deferment will change your monthly payments. The Apple Computer loan is subject lo credit approval. Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offers available only lo qualifying students, faculty and staff.
Offers available only from Apple or an authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representative. ©1994'Apple Computer. Inc. All rights reserved. Apple. IheA/iple logo. Macintosh, Performa and "TIK power to be your best" are registered
trademarks ofApfie Computer. Inc. AppleDesigu nod Power Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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FOOd aild CailCer. By R. Cameron Schauf, Food Services Administrator
This column is dedicated to my brother-in-law David
Carter and my brother Kenny's brother-in-law
Dennis Cribben. Both of these men died as a result of
cancer; both were in their 40's. When they died, Kenny
and I not only lost the brother of a spouse, we each
lost a friend. We also became a little more aware of
our own mortality.
Many of us have experience with the horrors of
cancer. We have watched helplessly as friends and
relatives have succumbed to one or more of the manifestations of this group of baffling diseases. Cancer is
the second leading cause of death in the United States.
Medical experts estimate 35 percent of cancer deaths
are diet-related. It is believed that 40 percent of cancer
incidence in men and 60 percent in women is related to
diet.
Most of us are concerned, curious, and sometimes
confused over associating nutrition with cancer. This
relationship is complex and easy to misunderstand.
What should you and your family eat? What foods
should you avoid? The best recipe for health is a simple
one: everything in moderation. If you eat a well-balanced diet, there is usually no need to use vitamin or
mineral supplements.
Extensive research is under way to evaluate and
clarify the role diet plays in the development of cancer.
So far no direct cause-effect relationship has been
proven, though we do know that some things you eat
may increase or decrease your risks for certain types of
cancer. Based on evidence at hand, you might lessen
your chances of getting cancer by following these simple
guidelines.

CUT DOWN ON TOTAL FAT INTAKE
There is substantial evidence from both population
and laboratory studies that suggests that a high-fat diet
increases the risk of developing cancers of the breast,
colon, and prostate. The American Cancer Society recommends a daily intake of fat of 30 percent or less of
total calories consumed.

INCLUDE A VARIETY OF VEGETABLES
& FRUITS IN YOUR DAILY DIET
Vegetables and fruits contain many components, and
many of these are being studied for their ability to
prevent cancer. Dark green and deep yellow vegetables
and certain fruits are rich in beta carotene, a form of
vitamin A. Studies suggest that vitamin A and related
compounds reduce the risk of certain cancers in animals, and clinical trials are underway to test the availability of vitamin A to reduce the risk of cancer in
humans. However, vitamin A supplements (tablets or
capsules) are not recommended because of potential
toxicity.
Epidemiologic studies suggest that people with diets rich in vitamin C are less likely to get cancer,
particularly cancer of the stomach and esophagus.
Vegetables and fruits are principal sources of vitamin
C. Vitamin C supplements are also not recommended,
again, because of potential toxicity.
Vegetables and fruits contain varying amounts of
vitamins, minerals, fiber, and non-nutritive components; these alone or together may be responsible for
reducing cancer risk.

AVOID OBESITY
Being overweight increases the risk of cancer. A 12year study sponsored by the American Cancer Society
found that obesity was associated with mortality from
cancers of the uterus, gallbladder, kidney, stomach,
colon, breast, and other organs. Mortality risk for several types of cancer is higher with increasing obesity.
For obese individuals, weight reduction may be one
way to lower cancer risk.

EAT MORE HIGH-FIBER FOODS
SUCH AS: WHOLE GRAIN CEREALS,
BREADS, PASTA, VEGETABLES & FRUITS

LIMIT CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES, IF YOU DRINK AT ALL
Heavy drinkers of alcohol, especially those who are
also cigarette smokers, are at unusually high risk for
cancers of the oral cavity, larynx, and esophagus. Alcohol abuse is, of course, associated with other diseases.
The relationship between alcohol consumption and
breast cancer is being investigated.

LIMIT CONSUMPTION OF SALT-CURED,
SMOKED, AND NITRITE-CURED FOODS
Smoked foods absorb some carcinogens that are similar chemically to the carcinogenic tars in tobacco smoke.
Foods cured with "liquid smoke" are thought to be less
hazardous. There is some evidence that salt-cured,
pickled, and nitrite-cured foods may increase the risk
of cancer of the stomach and the esophagus.
It is difficult to determine the exact contribution of
specific dietary factors to different cancers. Research
has produced conflicting results. There are no guarantees that you can prevent cancer by following these
dietary guidelines, but there is strong evidence that
you can reduce the risk.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON CANCER AND DIET, CONTACT:
American Cancer Society: 1-800-ACS-2345
National Cancer Institute: 1-800-4-CANCER
American Institute for Cancer Research: 1-800-843-811
If you have any questions or concerns please feel
free to contact me personally. Come to 216 University Square or call 656-1387 and ask for Cam.

Dietary fiber is a food component that is not readily
digested in the human intestinal tract. These substances,
which are found in whole grains, vegetables, and fruits,
consist largely of complex carbohydrates of diverse
chemical composition.
There are no conclusive data on the role of fiber in
reduction of cancer risk. However, colon cancer appears to be low in populations whose diets consist
largely of unrefined foods high in fiber; although it is
not known whether this is due to a diet that is also low
in fat. Studies are underway to determine the impact of
dietary fiber on various cancers.

Ways to Reduce Your
RISK OF CANCER

4. Eat More High-Fiber Foods Such as Whole
Grain Cereals, Vegetables and Fruits
May reduce risk of colon cancer.

5. Cut Down on Total Fat Intake

Avoid Obesity
May reduce risk of uterine, breast, gallbladder and
colon cancers.

May reduce risk of breast, prostate and colon cancers.

6. Eat Less Smoked, Salted and Nitrite-Cured Foods
May reduce risk of esophagus and stomach cancers.

Eat a Varied Diet
A varied diet eaten in moderation offers the best hope
in lowering your risk of cancer.

Include a Variety of Vegetables and Fruits
in Your Daily Diet
May reduce risk of colorectal, stomach, esophagus,
larynx and lung cancers.

7. Greatly Restrict Alcohol Consumption,
If You Drink At All
May reduce risk of throat, liver, larynx, esophagus, oral
cancers, and possibly other cancers, such as breast, pharynx
and stomach.

bu Asked
It!

In response to surveys, comment cards
or direct customer input, the following
changes and additions have been made
to YOUR Dining Service Program.

See following "Food For Thought"
pages for Canteen Specials,
Harcombe, Schilletter, Clemson House
and Fernow February Calendars.

IMPLEMENTED:
• Donut toppings have been added to Harcombe s
breakfast bar.
• Mellow Yellow has been added to Harcombe s
beverage bar.
.
.
• Harcombe and Schilletter have added an alternative to their
Lunch To Go program-SALADS!
• Harcombe and Schilletter have added Fat-free salad dressings

waam
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Harcombe & Schilletter
SPECIAL EVENTS
SUNDAY

MONDAY

¥

mB
Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY I

Changing Scenes:
Indian

m

Changing Scenes:
Italian

THURSDAY I

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

BREADS & SPREADS
(dinner)

&

Changing Scenes:
Indian

Changing Scenes:
Italian

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

Changing Scenes:
Indian

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

PREMIUM |
NIGHT
"In Celebration
of Black History"
Changing Scenes:
Vegetarian

SUNDAE BAR
(lunch)
Changing Scenes:
Cajun

Changing Scenes:
Italian

CASCADE
OF SALADS
(lunch)
Changing Scenes:
Italian

STREET

February
1995

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

Happy Birthday
FEBRUARY
(lunch)

PREMIUM
NIGHT

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

Changing Scenes:
Italian

S3

PREMIUM
NIGHT

Changing Scenes:
Cajun

D

WESTERN
BUFFET PARTY
(dinner)

Changing Scenes:
Vegetarian

Changing Scenes:
Vegetarian

Changing Scenes:
Cajun

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

m

ED
Changing Scenes:
Italian

February 6-10
Monday-Friday
Bagel w/ Cream Cheese
& 6 oz. Dannon Yogurt

m

$1.50

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

Schilletter Daily Lunch
& Dinner Offerings include:
■ PASTA BAR
■ POTATO BAR

Harcombe Daily Lunch
& Dinner Offerings include:
■ PASTA BAR
■ POTATO BAR
■ PIZZA
■ TACO SALADS

February 13-17
Monday-Friday
Sausage, Egg

& Cheese Biscuit
Hashbrowns

$1.99
February 20-24
Monday-Friday

mffmk\

MEAL
DIM

Oatmeal
& Small Coffee

Month

February 20-28

MEAL DEAL

MEAL DEAL

Bacon Cheeseburger
Curly Fries
32 oz. Fountain Drink

Any Burrito
Nachos w/ Cheese
32 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.99

$3.99

$5

Any Slice Pizza

$6

Sausage & Egg Biscuit
Hashbrowns
Coffee
or 16 oz. Fountain Drink

990

$3.99

H
LU
LU
DC
I-

February
Breakfast Combo

Any Pizza Slice

Breadsticks
32 oz. Fountain Drink

$1.15

Two Topping 14" Pizza

EVERY
FRIDAY

MEAL DEAL

February 27-March 3
Monday-Friday
2 Biscuits
with Sausage Gravy

Single Topping 14" Pizza

February 1-5

February 6-19

990

$1.99

o
z
rr

February

Fernow Street Cafe

1995

DAILY SPECIALS
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

<§»
Bean Burrito
$1.50

WEDNESDAY

Chicken Tenders
$2.50

THURSDAY

Mexican Potato
$1.75

Combo

Combo

Combo

2 Sm. Cheeseburgers
French Fries
20 oz. Fountain Drink

BBQ Sandwich
Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

Roast Beef & Cheese
Sandwich, Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

Chicken Filet Sandwich
Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.99

$2.25

$3.25

$3.25

Combo

Combo

Bacon Cheeseburger
French Fries
20 oz. Fountain Drink

Combo Burrito
Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

Reuben Sandwich
Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.75

$2.99

Combo

Chicken Tenders
$2.50

Combo

Combo

Grilled Chicken Sandwich
Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

Philly Cheese Steak
Sandwich, Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.75

$3.75

$2.99

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.99

$1.99

ILU
LU

DC
i(/)

oz

Chicken Filet
Sandwich
$2.09

Combo
Nachos
with Cheese
99c

.

Chicken Filet Sandwich
Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.25

1 Combo I

2 Hot Dogs
French Fries
20 oz. Fountain Drink

SATURDAY

Chicken Filet
Sandwich
$2.09

Combo

Combo

Nacho Grande
$2.50

FRIDAY

•
fr

LU
Li.

4

DC
LU
LL

Night Owl
Specials
7 p.m.-Close

January 30-February 2
Monday-Thursday
Pepperoni Pizza
Breadsticks

20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.25
February 6-9
Monday-Thursday
Breadsticks
& Small Coffee

$1.19
February 13-16
Monday-Friday
Italian Hoagie w/ Cheese
Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.85
February 20-23
Monday-Friday
Supreme Pizza
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.55
February 27-March 2
Monday-Friday
Turkey Sandwich
w/ Cheese, Chips
20 oz. Fountain Drink

$2.99

January 27,1
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ACC Roundup

MEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Overall

ACC

1. North Carolina
2. Maryland
3. Virginia
4. Wake Forest
5. Florida State
6. Georgia Tech
7. N.C. State
8. Clemson
9. Duke

by Rob Graham
staff writer

15-1
15-3
11-5
11-3
9-6
12-6
10-6
10-5
10-8

5-1
5-1
5-2
4-2
3-4
3-3
2-4
1-5
0-6

Duke 87
Notre Dame 74
Duke finally'snapped a sixgame losing streak Tuesday night
as they defeated Notre Dame 8774 in South Bend, Ind.
Cherokee Parks was quoted in
the USA Today as saying, "This
is a great first step for us.... As far
as we're concerned, we're 1-0
right now."
The win marked the Blue Devils' first win since the departure
of coach Mike Krzyzewski. He
will be out for the remainder of
the season as he recovers from
back complications and exhaustion.
Parks led the-way for Duke
with a game-high 29 points,
which also tied a career high.
Georgia Tech 75
N.C. State 71
Georgia Tech won its 13th
straight at Alexander Memorial
Coliseum Wednesday night as
they knocked off N.C. State 7571.
James Forrest proved to be
too much for the Wolfpack in the
second half as he finished with
20 points and eight rebounds. He

Sunday': > games

Saturday's qames
Clemson at N.C. State

Georgia Tech at Florida State

North Carolina at Wake Forest

Vanderbilt at Wake Forest

Duke at Maryland

Monday's games

George Mason at Virginia

None scheduled

moved into fifth place on the alltime ACC rebound list with his
eight boards,'giving him 800 for
his career. Forrest passed former
Yellow Jacket standout John
Salley.
Travis Best hit two free throws
inside of ten seconds to play to
ice the game for Tech. He finished with 15 points and eight
assists.
Wolfpack center Todd Fuller
led all scorers with 28 points and
also pulled down ten rebounds.
Lakista McCuller was the only
other State player to hit double
figures. He scored 11.
North Carolina 100
Florida State 70
Dante Calabria, one of five
UNC'starters to finish in double
figures, put on a 3-point shooting
clinic in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Wednesday as his Tar Heels shellaced Florida St. 100-70.'
Calabria connected on eightof-11 3-point field goals in leading UNC with 26 points. The Tar
Heels, as a team, hit 17 of 25 3pointers on the night.
The Seminoles hung tough
during the early stages of the
second half after cutting an 18point Tar Heel lead to 12 by halftime, but UNC finished the game
on a furious tear, outscoring FSU

February

Clemson House

1995

MENU SPECIALS
SUNDAY

MONDAY

A
SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
S6.67 +tax

SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
$6.67 +tax
DINNER
Grilled Ham Steak
Beef & Macaroni
SUNDAY
BRUNCH
11 a.m.-l:30p.r
$6.67 +tax
DINNER
Tacos
Baked Fish

TUESDAY

I WEDNESDAY 1

n

*

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

LUNCH
Meatloaf
Fettuccini Alfredo
DINNER
Lasagna
Pork Egg Rolls

LUNCH
Sweet & Sour Pork
Tacos
DINNER
Fried Chicken
Eggplant Parmesan

LUNCH
Fried Chicken Wings
Vegetable Lasagna
DINNER
Shrimp Egg Rolls
Beef Stew

LUNCH
Chicken a la King
Pocket Pitas
DINNER
Turkey & Broccoli Roll-up
Beer Battered Fish

LUNCH
Steak&Onion Sub"
Vegetable Egg Rolls
DINNER
Chicken & Dumplings
Ham & Macaroni
Au Gratin

LUNCH
Monte Carlo Sandwich
Beef Liver & Onions
DINNER
Crispy Fish Dijon
Meatball Stroganoff

LUNCH
Chicken Filet Sandwich
Summer Vegetable Quiche
DINNER
Beef Pot Pie
Chicken Parmesan

LUNCH
Rib-E-Ques
Chicken Fried Steak
DINNER
Pizza
Sliced Roast Beef Au Jus

LUNCH
Rigatoni w/ Meatballs
Fish Sandwich
DINNER
Lite Italian Baked Fish
Chicken Chow Mein

LUNCH
Chicken Quesadillas
Hot Dogs w/ Chili
DINNER
Sweet & Sour Pork
Linguini Marinara

■ LUNCH
Shrimp Salad Croissants
Sweet & Sour Chicken
DINNER
Vegetarian Chili
Fried Chicken

LUNCH
Turkey & Dressing
Vegetarian Pizza Rounds
DINNER
Spaghetti
Baked Fish with
Lemon Pepper

LUNCH
Cheese Steak Pita
BBQ Pork Sandwich
DINNER
Beef Roulade
Ham, Macaroni
& Cheese Casserole

LUNCH
Stromboli
Vegetable Lasagna
DINNER
Ravioli
Sweet & Sour Chicken

LUNCH
Fried Perch
Taco Salad-Chicken
DINNER
Patty Melt
Linguini Primavera

LUNCH
Beef Burgundy
Pizza Sub
DINNER
Antonios Chicken

MM
LUNCH
Healthy Choice Sub
Chicken & Dumplings
DINNER
Fried Chicken
Salisbury Steak

LUNCH
Buffalo Wings
Italian Meatball Sub
DINNER
Cavatini
Lemon Pepper Baked Fish

LUNCH
French Dip Sandwich
Summer Vegetable Quiche
DINNER
Grilled Ham
Turkey & Dressing

LUNCH
Shrimp Fried Rice
Corn Dogs
DINNER
Honey Mustard Fish
Vegetable Lasagna

LUNCH
Spaghetti & Meatballs
Chicken & Dumplings
DINNER
Chicken Pot Pie
Vegetable Egg Roll

DINNER
Turkey Tetrazzini
French Dip Sand1

ED

B

23

ES

■ LUNCH
^^
Rib-E-Ques
Fried Catfish Nuggets
DINNER
German Pot Roast
Chicken Teriyaki

SUNDAY
BRUNCH
HMi
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. IMfl LUNCH
BBQ Pork Sandwich
$6.67 +tax
Fried Chicken
DINNER
DINNER
Monterey Jack Chicken
Enchiladas
Pizza Rounds
Herb Baked Chicken

20-6 in the final five minutes.
Jerry Stackhouse and Jeff
McGinnis each finished with 20
points. Donald Williams scored
18, andRasheed Wallace chipped
in 14.
Freshman Corey Louis, a
strong candidate for ACC
Rookie-of-the-Year, led FSU
with 26 points. Bob Sura, the
conference's leading scorer was
held to just 12 points.
Wake Forest 71
Virginia 70
Randolph Childress hit two
free throws with 5.7 seconds left
on the clock to give Wake Forest
a 71-70 victory over the Cavaliers in Charlottesville, Va.
Childress was fouled by UVa's
Harold Deane, who appeared to
be in good position on the drive,
but officials felt otherwise. The
two free throws capped off a 29point, seven-assist effort for
Childress.
Tim Duncan was a force underneath for the Demon Deacons
as he finished with 15 points and
11 rebounds. Wake out rebounded Virginia, and 13 of those
were offensive rebounds.
Junior Burrough and Harold
Deane both led Virginia with 15
points. On the night, the Cavaliers hit just 5 of 18 3-pointers.

ru

23

LUNCH
Fried Fish Sandwich
Beef Stroganoff
DINNER
Swiss Steak
Sliced Roast Turkey

*
*

Atiey Basketball Fans!
O

Just present your Clemson
University Basketball ticket stub
from any home game.
Offer only applies
to evening meals.

DINNER HOURS:
Monday-Friday, 4:30-8 p.m.

your total bill at fc! F

sam

O

r
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Maryland edges Clemson Sura receives

p.nntinued from 11A

Raglandon the left side. Ragland
paused for a quick second before
taking a dribble to set up his shot.
As he went up, Smith came out
from the paint to get a piece of the
ball, and he took the Tigers' hopes
with him. An outlet down court
to Hipp for the dunk with 0.2
seconds left iced the game. Afterwards, both coaches had nothing but praise for Smith and the
Tigers.
"Joe was 8-8 from the field
tonight, but we couldn't get him
the ball enough," Terripan coach
Gary Williams said. "We need
other players to hit shots for us to
free him up. Clemson did a good
Erik Martin/senior staff photographer
"': ' job on him. Tonight we had to
Merl
Code
lead
the
Tigers
with
12 points as the
rely on our size, and we normally
Terps barely escaped Littlejohn with a win.
don't do that."
Williams had everything nice
Maryland 56, Clemson 51
to say about Rick Barnes and the is a good three-point shooter so I Tigers
R PF A
Pts Min
0-2
2
job he is doing: "He has always had to stay as close as possible Kelly
Buckner
4-6
34
had the ability to get players to and make him go by me," said Iturbe
4-7
33
1-2
24
istij 5
Smith. "I was trying not to make Martin
play hard."
Code
5-7
31
He also talked about the team. contact with him, but I didn't Harder
2-8
0
26
Ragland
5-12
7
30
"One thing that makes Clemson want to give up an easy shot."
Johnson
0-0
'-0
1
tough is their style. They play
Ragland said he got caught up Totals
21-14 4-5
5-10
200'
PCTFG
.477,
FT
.800.
3FG
.357
3PTKelly
(0-1),
Buckner
defense for 30 seconds each time in the crowd. "I heard the crowd (1-1), Iturbe (1-2), Martin (0-1), Code (2-3), Ragland (0-4),.
down the court...They are not yelling shoot... shoot; and after I Harder (1-2), Johnson (0-1) BL- 0 ST-15 (Buckner 4, Iturbe
3, Harder 3, Harder, Ragland) TO- 8 (Iturbe 2, Code
going to sneak up on anybody put up the shot, I saw there was 3,2, Code
Ragland 2, Buckner, Martin)
anymore because they have had still seven seconds left. I saw the Terrapins
FG
FT
O-R PF A
Pts Min
some big wins."
- rim when I first got the ball, but it Hipp
2-4 3-4
1-2
33
24
1-1
4-6
30
"We showed great composure was clearer the second time I Booth
Smith
8-8
1-2
2-6
35
when we got down," Barnes said. looked. Joe was back three or Simpkins
3-5 3-3
37
1-3
Rhodes
3-6 0-0
1-2
33
four steps; but when I went up, he Lucas
If II! "On the last play, I was trying to
0-1
2-2
0-1
13
get a time-out, but no one heard jumped, extended his hand and Bristol
0-2 0-0 0-0
9
Elliot
0-0 0-1
0-1
3
me. Rayfield got caught up in the got the block."
1-1
0-1
7
Jasikevicius
2-2
crowd yelling at him to shoot,
200
Clemson's next game is Sat- Totals
1919-31
15-20 7-25
PCT- FG .613, FT .750, 3FG .250 3PT- Hipp (0-2), Booth
shoot, shoot and he put up a shot urday at N.C. State. "As long as (1-1), Simpkins (1-3), Rhodes (0-3). Lucas (0-1), Bristol (0-1
he shouldn't have."
we put ourselves in a position to Jasikevicius (1-1) BL-1 (Smilh) TO-17 (Booth 4, Rhodes 4,
3, Simpkins 2, Hipp, Lucas, Elliot, Jasikevicius) ST- 4
Both Smith and Ragland win," Barnes said, "sooner or later Smith
(Booth 2, Smilh, Rhodes)
talked about the final sequence we are going to win our share of Maryland
27
29
56
19
32
51
Clemson
down the floor. "I know Ragland them."
■

I

ACC honors
CLEMSON, S.C. (AP) Bob Sura of Florida Stale was
named Atlantic Coast Conference Basketball Player-ofthe- Week
Monday, and
N.C. State's
Ishua Benjamin grabbed
rookie honors
for their play
last week.
Bob Sura
Sura averaged 23 points pergame in helping the Seminoles to a pair of
league wins against Clemson
and Duke.
The Wilkes-Barre, Pa. senior
drilled the game-winning, threepoint basket against the Tigers
with 1.6 seconds remaining on
the clock. Sura scored 23 points
on six of nine shooting, including four three-point baskets.
The 6'5" guard also handed
out seven assists, grabbed five
rebounds and had two steals in
the victory over the Tigers when
the Seminoles overcame an 11-

point Clemson lead in the final
4:45 of the game.
In sending Duke to its sixth
consecutive ACC defeat, Sura
again tallied 23 points on nine
of 13 shooting from the field. In
the 78-75 win, Sura also pulled
down nine rebounds, dished out
five assists five assists and
logged five steals.
Benjamin was the lead player
in N.C. State's surprising 77-60
defeat of Duke at Durham in
winning rookie honors for the
second time this year.
The Concord, N.C, freshman scored a team-high 23
points, along with four assists
in 34 minutes of action.
The win over Duke was the
Wolfpack's first ACC road victory since the 1991 -92 season, a
span of 19 games.
In a loss against Maryland
Sunday, the 6-3 guard contributed 14 points and had a gamehigh seven assists. Benjamin
leads the N.C. State Wolfpack
in scoring and in assists for the
season.

Write sports for
The Tiger
Call 656-0986 for more information.
(Ask for Mike or Jon)
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AUSSIE MOOD

\V AWESOME FOOD

hostesses
servers
pm dishwashers

am prep
pm line cooks
bussers

Flexible Hours • Dinner Only
APPLY IN PERSON
10am-6pm • Mon-Fri

OPENING MARCH 7TH!
Day* Inn• 1007 Smith Mill Road (Suite 123)-M Clemson Btvd and 1-85 only 15 minutes from campus-803-261-6283

Team embraces new coach
continued from 11A
amassed a career record of 388102-31 in'ljis 28 years at Clemson.
Ibrahim tendered his resignation
to CU Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson on Dec. 7,' 1994 amidst
controversy resulting from an
incident in which sources close
to The 77ger reported that Ibrahim
struck Clemson Assistant Coach
Dwayne Shaffer.
Thirty-four year-old Adair has
a tough act to follow .Ibrahim has
coached Clemson to two NCAA
National Championships, 17 appearances in the NCAA Tournament, 11 ACC Championships,
* and two ACC regular season
championships,
"I have no interest in'what
went on in the past. I don't want
to look at any negatives," responded Adair when questioned
about the Tiger's strife-filled
1994 season.
Senior Athletic Directpr
DwightRainey received over 120
applications for the position,
which was ultimately made with
the advice of five advisors who
wished to remain anonymous.
"We did our homework and
one candidate really stood out.
They [advisors] described his
knowledge of the garhe as 'Brilliant'... Trevor was the only interview we gave," stated Rainey
in a .press conference held
.Wednesday night.
. "I'm looking forward to playing for Adair,". commented
sophomore midfielder Imad
Baba. "I've heard lie's a good
coach."
"Unbelievable," added junior,
striker Miles Joseph. "lie's perfect for the job."
;
When asked about .goals for
. the spring;"Adair responded, "I'm
going to assess the talent arid see
about recruiting."
.
:
' With two of the three, men's
• soccer coaches from .the British

January 27,
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Panthers look
ahead to draft

Isles (Assistant Coach Sean the U.S. Under-18 National
Murphy hails from England), .Team.
Two freshman Tigers, dequestions o"f playing style were
fender
Tony Williams and goalon the minds of everyone.
keeper
Matt
Jordan, were coached
When asked what game style
continued from
winning," Capers said.
he would employ, Adair replied: previously by. Adair on the-Un11A
"But I do .believe this," he
•"Offense wins games; defense der-18.National Team.
"We really enjoyed being
continued, "there are certain
wins championships. [AtBrown]
The Panthers received a
principles that you work under,
We gave up no goals in the first coached by him," commented
$ 150,000 fine and lost two draft
Jordan. "I have some friends who
and there are principles that you
half the entire regular season."
picks for their actions.
probably could apply to almost
Although this seems to fore- played for him at Brown, and
But they felt their mission
any business."
bode the tough English approach they have nothing but good tilings
was accomplished: .
Capers said success should
to the game coming to Clemson, to say about him.f,.
• "That's behind us," said '
Adair had his 'first meeting
Adair's background suggests othbe based on having a sound plan,
Carolina president Mike
with his- Tigers at 5:00 p.m. on
paying attention to last-minute
erwise.
McCormack. "We got the man
Wednesday. "He stressed that we
details and staying committed
we wanted."
"UNBELEIVABLE....
shouldn't worry about the past
to do whatever it takes to sucThe next step will be for
and that he's really looking forHE'S PERFECT FOR
ceed. That work ethic has
•Capers,:McCormack and genward to getting things going,"
brought Capers' 20-year coacheral
manager
Bill
Polian
to
asTHE JOB"
said Jordan.
•'
'
ing career-nine years in the
sess the talent available from
Towards the end of the press
NFL-to a pinnacle.
the veteran allocation draft on
conference, Adair offered words
• MH.ES JOSEPH
"I can't wait to get started.
Feb. 15. There's also scouting
of encouragement, "Wherever I
We have an awful lot of'work to
SOCCER PLAYER
and the free-agent market.
go, I roll up my sleeves and get
do. We will certainly hit the
"There's no timetable set as
Adair first ventured to the the job done."
far as winning, andl don't think . ground running here starting toThe spring season officially
United States to continue his playmorrow," said Caper.
there's any secret formula to
began
yesterday. •'
" •"••*'.
ing career as a prolific striker at
Lock Haven State College when
he was recruited by Michael
Parker, the current head coach at
UNC-Greensboro. . •
Irt his four years at Lock Haven, Adair was an All-East selec■ tion four times, a first team AllAmerican his junior year, and led
the Bald Eagles to the Division
III National Championship in
'ith your level of experience. As
1978 and the Division II National
Any nurse, who just wants a job can
Championship in 1980.
an Army, officer, you'll command the
find one. But if you're a nursAmong numerous' coaching
^positions Adair has held since
respect'you deserve. And with the added
ing student who wants to be in
receiving his B.S. irr economics
benefits* only the Army can offer—a $5000
command of your own caregr, corisider
from Lock Haven, are head coach
of the South Carolina Olympic
sighing bonus, housing allowances*and 4
the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as
Development State Team (.1984weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in coma competent professional, given your own
1990)., Region III staff coach for
.the U,S. Youth Soccer Associamand of your. life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY
patients and responsibilities commensurate
tion (USYSA)," staff coach for
/the National Soccer 'Coaches
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Association ■ of America
(NSCAA), 'staff coach, and instructor for the U.S. Soccer Federation, arid" assistant coach for
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has immediate, openings for
•
PHOTOGRAPHERS
$6 to $9 per hour

Jlonday - Friday 7:30

TTT? A T

trip*
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IFOB CONGRATULATES
•I

|pirn Stogner - President
|
jjln Moon - Public Relations V.R |
fstacie Williams - Administrative v.P.f
|Melanie Lombardo - Membership
| \ Education V.R
|
jjjenn Cavanagh"- Membership VJ>. |
|Micheire Doolittle - Financial V.P.|
|Erin Manahan - PanhelleniG
%
i
Representative
1I
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Telcphone:656-2233'

MEDICAL SERVICES...

Part-time weekends and evenings.
Own transporta.tion a must.
Underclassmen preferred.
Call 885-0036 for an appointment

1:

to

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.

Classic Photography Inc.

JTHEIR NEW EXECUTIVE
loEFICERS:

0

v"

The FLU can make you blue - but here are some tips to get you through! Flu is
by a virus for which there is HO specific cure. You will have.a fever, body aches,
headache with a runny nose, scratchy sore throat and dry cough. Your symptoms will
•last for*5 - 7'days. :
'■'.*;
'.-.; ■ .. '■'
What should v'ou do if you have the flu?' .
.
" '. . ■■
• Stay in and rest. Drink .plenty of fluids - water, juice, chicken broth, ginger ale.
Take medication for a cough and decohgestant, if needed. Use acetominophen
(Tylenol) or ibuprofen (Advil) according to directions on the bottle. Read labels. ■
carefully for-dosage instructions. Avoid Aspirin.
'« Use a vaporizer in your bedroom. Wash hands.frequeritly and cover mouth when
coughing.
.
'■■..'•
..
• Drink plenty of fluids — water, fruit juice, chicken broth, ginger, ale.
; • Prescription medication (antiyirals) may lessen symptoms but should be started as
soon as possible'after the onset of symptoms.
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR WISH TO TALK WITH A NURSE, CALL ASK -ANURSE AT656-2233. IF YOU NEED TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT, CALL
656-1541.
__
CAPS...
Stands for Counseling and Psychological Services. We have moved to Redfern.
5
Independent and group sessions are available - covering issues such as depression,
addiction problems, eating disorders, and relationship problems. Call 656-2451 for a
confidential appointment. Hours are Monday - Friday, 8am - 5 pm. After-hours
emergency on-call service available.
HEALTH EDUCATION / ALCOHOLDRIIO EDUCATION...
The office of Health Education at Redfern is now offering Social Host Training to all
; student organizations. If you are planning to serve alcohol at your next party, you need
to call 656-0141 for an appointment for training. The training sessions are scheduled"
every Wednesday and Thursday from 3pm - 5pm,
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continued from 20A

654-7703.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble products at
home. Info 1-504-646-1700 Dept.
SC-5158.

Mice for sale. 50 cents each.
Call Bill or Stephen 885-1490.

Wanted!! Individuals and Student Organizations to promote
SPRING BREAK '95. Earn substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS. 1-800-327-6013.
ALASKA JOBS! Fisheries,
parks, resorts. Earn to $9,000/summer! Get all the options! (919)
932-1489, ext. A46.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to PO Box
10075, Olathe, KS 66051.
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. D6,PO Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.
Lifeguards, Pool Managers,
Swim Coaches, Swim Instructors,
Summer positions available in
north metro suburban Atlanta area.
Certification classes available. Call
SwimAtlanta Pool Management,
992-7765.

Car Stereo Sony 7250 Disk
Player, Sony XE-8 Digital Equalizer, 4 Rockford Fosgate Tweeters. Each with 3" speaker and dome
tweeter. All crossovers and RCA's
included. 2 4" Rockford Fosgate
mids and 2 dash plates. 858-7766.
Beautiful petite wedding dress
with chapel length train. Excellent
condition. Wonderful for any season. Call 654-9885.
Grad student needs to sell special offer gym membership. Very
reasonable price. (O) 656-1957,
(H) 654-0003. A. Kaiser.
Fouton "California King" mattress. 6 months old. Must sell. 8851001. Marie or Barry. After 4 PM.
Bicycles: Fiorell; racing bike.
Campy parts. New $1250, asking
$550. Racing Trek 660. Campy
parts $400. 654-7703.
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US Travel
Spring Break! Early sign-up
specials! Bahamas party cruise 6
days $279! Includes 12 meals & 6
parties! Cancun & Jamaica $419
with air from Atlanta! 1-800-6786386.
Spring Break Early Specials!
Panama City ocean view room with
kitchen & free bus to bars $129!
Day tona $159! Cocoa Beach $159!
Key West $229! 1-800-678-6386.

Florida! 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends and
TRAVEL FREE! Call for our finalized 1995 party schedules! (800)
95-BREAK.
25% OFF, CLEMSON STUDENTS! Hide-a-way at MOUNTAIN BROOK COTTAGES in the
NC Smokies. Now $120 per weekend for 2. FIREPLACES. Only 2
hours away. 704-586-4329.

Barefoot Bahamas Spring
Break Sailing Cruise! Free brochure: 1-800-359-9808.

Florida's Spring Break
Holspots! Cocoa Beach (Near
Disney)-27 acre deluxe beachfront
resort, 7 nights $159! Key West
$229! Daytona Beach room with
kitchen from $129! 1-800-6786386.

Party, Spring Break, Bahamas
or Florida Keys. Party never ends!
Spend it on your own private yacht.
One weekonly $385.00 per person
including food and much more.
Organizers go FREE! EASY
SAILING 1-800-783-4001.

Spring Break! Bahamas Parly
Cruise 6 days $279! Includes 12
meals & 6 free parties! Great
beaches & Nightlife! A HUGE
Party! Cancun & Jamaica 7 nights
air & hotel from $429! Spring
Break Travel 1-80(3-678-6386.

***SPRING BREAK 95***
America's#lSpringBreak Company! Cancun, Bahamas, or

Spring Break! Panama City! 8
days oceanview room with a
kitchen $129! Walk to best bars!

Includes free discount card which
will save you $ 100 on food/drinks!
1-800-678-6386.
GOING TO DAYTONA?
$125/person. Booking direct
$avcs! Suites, kitchenettes, all
beachfront in the heart of Spring
Break!! 1-800-868-7423.

Advertise in the
Campus Bulletin!
Only 10 cents/
word for students
and student groups!
Simply stop by the
Union, room 906, to
fill out a form or
call 656-2150!

i£& Rentals
Miserable living situation? Female roommate needed to share
University Ridge condo. Must be
serious student. Call (803) 2884169 evenings.
MALE ROOMMATES
NEEDED TO RENEW LEASE
FOR DANIEL SQUARE APT.
For Fall 95/Spring 96. Walk to
campus, furnished, 2br, 2 &1/2
bath, W/D, etc. Call 653-4886.
Jef or Frank.
Townhouse for rent, 2 Bdnn, 1
1/2 Bth, quiet, private, between
Clemson and Seneca. $475.00 per
month. 638-6194or 800-858-0555.

Two essential
ingredients
or a perfect

HOUSE IN CLEMSON.
WALK TO CAMPUS. 4 bed, 2
bath, large living room, large yard.
Partially furnished. $1080/month.
653-3512.
HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 4 bedrooms, 2 bath. Central
heat/air. Dishwasher, washer/
dryer. Living room with pool table.
Swimming pool. $1080/month
Call 653-3512.
HOUSE IN CLEMSON. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath. Central heat/air.
Close to campus. $600/month. 6533512.

A date ajid this.

Apartment Available for summer sublease. $200 per month. Private bedroom with private bath,
swimming pool, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, either furnished or not,
one mile from campus. Call JeanAnne- 653-4545.

VISA
*r00d

For rent: Old South hoopskirt
costumes. Big selection. No deposit. Call Philys at 338-5438.
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Hi For Sale
It'$ everywhere
>ADU want to be

1990 Suzuki Katana 750. Vance
and Hines pipe, Jet kit, new
Dunlops, two helmets, cover, very
nice, very fast. $3700. 858-7009.
MOVING SALE Jan 28 & 29,
1995.10 AM to 6 PM. 27 A Martin
Street, Family Housing Clemson
University across children's playground.
"86 Chevy Suburban. $6200.00.

& Visa U.S.A. Inc. 190*
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Announcera$ ments
Soccer Club Tryouts Jan 30,
Feb 1&2, Mon, Wed, Thurs. 3:45
PM at club fields behind baseball
stadium. Questions: 654-0392.
The Hillel Student Organization will hold an Informal Friday
evening teaching service on Jan
27th. The service will take place
next to campus. For further information, please call Dr. Klein at
656-3746 or 654-6108.
COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
SPRING
COUNSELING
GROUPS
Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) will offer the following counseling groups during
the Spring semester. Groups meet
weekly at limes arranged according to student schedules. Call 6562451 for more information. Groups
are free of charge and strictly confidential. Space is limited; call
today to reserve your place.
ACOA Support Group. Support for students who have grown
up with an alcoholic parent or other
family member who abuses substances.
ADD/LD Support Group.
Emphasis will be on providing support and coping skills training for
students with an attention deficit
or learning disability.
Eating Disorders Support

THE GALLEY RESTAUUniversity.
Survivors of Sexual Trauma. RANT at Portman Marina is lookSupport for female students who . ing for experienced servers. Lohave been sexually abused, mo- cated on Lake Hartwell 15 minutes
lested, or raped as an adult or child. from campus. Apply after 4 PM.
CALL 656-2451 TO SIGN UP 287-3215.
FOR GROUPS OR FOR ADDISuccess before graduation!
TIONAL INFORMATION.
Watkins Inc. needs Independent
Drinking Problems? Call Alco- Marketing Reps. Ranked among
holics Anonymous. (803) 885- top 10 home-based businesses by
Business Start-ups Magazine (7/
6150.
94.) For a FREE catalog/informaFor on-line games GIFs, JPEGs, tion package call or write Alden
MODs, USENET and Internet E- Hutchins at 803-578-7585, 103
mail call Modulations BBS 653- S weetbriar Court, Spartanburg SC
3027
or
write 29301.
lappy.laz@modulations.com for
PASTA HOUSE hiring part
more information.
time wait & bar staff. Excellent
Do you want to have fun? Make tips, gourmet dining, classy atmonew friends? And help others? If sphere. Lunch & dinner. Please
so, ESA, Epsilon Sigma Alpha, is apply in person.
having an informal meeting on
COME TO NEW HAMPMonday, January 23rd, 7:30 PM at
the Acropolis on campus. For fur- SHIRE FOR SUMMER: Outther information you can call Traci standing brother/sister sports
camps on largest New England
at 858-6658.
lake seek skilled counselors for
Free Furniture: couch foldout land/water sports and arts.
bed, various tables, etc. Call 656- TRANSPORTATION PAID.
INTERVIEWS AVAILABLE.
7002. Some stuff for sale too.
CALL TO SCHEDULE:
WINAUKEE: (BOYS) 800-4879157; ROBINDEL (GIRLS) 800325-3396.

Group. Support and guidance for
students struggling with problems
of eating too much and purging, or
eating too little.
Gay/Lesbian Support Group.
This group allows individuals to
explore personal relationship issues in the context of alternative
sexual orientation and coping with
a predominantly "straight" college
environment.
Graduate Student Personal
Growth Group. Designed to foster personal growth by focusing on
relationship concerns and increasing self-awareness.
Managing Depression Support Group. Group focus will be
on providing mutual support, identifying prevention ski 11s, and learning techniques to alleviate symptoms of depression. Screening interview required.
Relationship Support Group.
Learn to improve relationship and
social skills in a safe and supportive environment.
Self Awareness and Self-Management Group. Designed to help
increase insight and understanding into your own thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. The focus of
the group will be primarily on assisting participants maintain an alcohol and drug free lifestyle.
Study Skills Group. For students who want to improve study
skills (time budgeting, note-taking, effective reading, etc.) and
provide mutual support.
Survival Skills Group. Designed to assist minority students
develop critical survival strategies
to become successful at Clemson

ijf Help

Wanted

CAMPUS SALES REP. Earn
between $11 and $22 per hour.
National travel company is seeking a motivated sales person to
earn over $ 1000 in your spare time
promoting the best trip on campus
to Panama City Beach for Spring

NOW HIRING. Austin Enterprises is coming to Tillman Auditorium on February 6 at 7:00.
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Break'95. Must be ambitious and
organized. Chosen candidates will
receive complete training, excellent commissions, free trips and
more. Join the Travel Associates
team, for 16 years the leader in
quality student travel. We offer the
best location and finest properties
on the beach, featuring the Boardwalk Beach Resort and Summit
Condominiums. Don't hesitate!
Call Kimberly at 800-558-3002 for
more information.
Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
up to $2000+/month working on
cruise ships or land-tour companies. World travel. Seasonal of Fulltime employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C53812.
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call 202298-8957.
Alaska Summer Employment- Fishing industry. Earn up to
$3000-$6000+ per month. Room
& Board! Transportation! Male/
Female. No experience necessary!
(206)545-4155 ext A53812.
HELP WANTED: Men/
Women earn up to $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings your local area.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 102C.

see page 19A

